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Senate finalizes all front-end budgets
SGA passes four additional amendments
BY TONI DUNCAN

senior writer

KEVAN MAaVfJUfrapHic, ediu:

SOS
questions
D-hall
T-shirts

The
Student
Government
Association passed four more
amendments to front-end budgeted
groups before passing all the budgets Tuesday.
The
first
amendment
that
was
passed
put
ir=
$291 back into
the National
Association for the Advancement of
Colored Persons budget for its
Image Awards.
This would make its total amount
for the awards show $891.

"I feel we are giving them what
they asked for," said sophomore
Mackenzie Shimon, Arts and
Letters Senator, who co-sponsored
the amendment.
Freshman Lauren Khair, at-large
senator who also proposed the
amendment, said they were underfunded last year by nine awards and
by passing this amendment, the
NAACP can make sure "each person
can get the award they deserved."
However, junior Matt Gray,
chair of the finance committee, said
it should not receive this additional money. "If they wanted more
they should have asked for more,"
see SGA. page 4

Senators debate SGA awards, phone lines
BY TONI DUNCAN

senior writer
Wanting to change a few of the
finance committee's recommendations, the Student Government
Association Senate amended its
front-end budget Tuesday.
Some of these areas include
reducing money for media costs,
printing, cutting a phone line and
reducing travel expenses.
The first amendment debated had
SGA put $205 from contingency into
a budget that would give additional
funds for the Mr. & Mrs. Madison
awards that are handed out during
homecoming to two seniors for
whom the student body votes.

The next amendment was proposed by freshman Brendan Travis,
at-large senator, who asked that
$408 go back into the budget to
restore a phone line that was cut by
the finance committee.
Travis said SGA would only have
three lines if this phone line was cut—
two with call out capabilities, the
other with fax properties.
Junior Matt Gray, finance committee chair, said the finance committee
cut this item because the committee
was told the SGA needed it only for
the "sake of convience."
Junior Ricardo Pineres, Ashby Hall
senator, said that there are times when
see BUDGET, page 5

BY GEARY COX_

news editor
The men's ultimate Frisbee club
had In abruptly end ib T-slurt
fund-raising campaign yesterday
afternoon amid questions of
whether trademark laws were violated by the printing of T-shirts
with the JMU logo.
"We basically sold all 50 shirts
[from an original order) by wordof-mouth," said freshman Justin
Illuzzi, Ultimate Frisbee Club
member. Now, the T-shirts in question, which read "JMU D-HALL,"
are part of a second order of 60
additional shirts placed with local
printer Downtown Athletics.
Complications arose when
Illuzzi tried yesterday morning at
11 a.m. to secure vendor space to
sell the shirts on the commons that
same evening.
Kathy Sarver, clubs and organizations coordinator for Student
Organization Services, told Dluzzi
he could not sell the T-shirts
because they did not carrv a copyright symbol. "She got on the phone
with the JMU Foundation and they
said that Downtown Athletics wasn't licensed to do this," Illuzzi said.
Joe Urgo, JMU's associate
director of events and conferences, said that the copyright
symbol and licensing are how
"The University protects its name
and logo "from improper use.
If they want to have a logo
of some sort, they have to get
that approved through the
Foundation," Sarver said.
Jim Richardson, president of
the JMU Foundation, said the
Foundation protects the logo by
issuing tr.ul.iu.irk liscenses to
approved printers and product
manufacturers. Several companies, such as Downtown Athletics
of Harrisonburg, receive what are
commonly known as "limited
licenses." With these, printing
companies can produce products
bearing the JMU logo for inhouse use only.
"If you're a baseball coach and
you want a bunch of practice shirts
that say JMU Baseball,' for the
team, internally used only," that is
acceptable, Richardson said.
The printing of products for sale
without licensure, Richardson said,
is "a violation of trademark law."
"We will talk to Downtown
Athletics to see where the slipup was made, if there was a slipup," Richardson said.
Sarver said, "This is the first we
heard of a limited vendor

Maroon 5 colors Convo

AMY PATERSON/p*i*i nUlor

Rock/pop band Maroon 5 performed last ni*ht at the Convocation Center for Its first stop In the United States after a tour In Australia. Hlphop
artist Rafuel opened for Less Than Jaka and Maroon 6. Look for a review of the concert In the style section of Monday's Issue of The Br—zt

see T-SHIRTS, page 5

APO 5K raises money for wishes
BY REBECCA DORSCHEL

contributing writer

CHRISTOPHER I ABZIM/>™,ii-;*»,.,r«(jV,

Alpha PN Omefa fraternity hosted a SK run Saturday to raise money for the
Make-A-Wish Foundation. About 25 people participated In the race.

Alpha Phi Omega fraternity held a
5K run to raise money for the Make-AWish Foundation on Saturday at 1 p.m.
This was the first 5K that APO
has hosted, which consisted of the
25 participants who registered to
run and more than 40 contributors.
"Over half of the contributors were
bmthers and pledges from APO,
and everyone snowed that (Make-A
-Wish Foundation! really meant a
lot to them," Cicia said.
Junior Katya Jafari, a member of
APO, said "this 5K wasn't just about
JMU students running on a Sunday,
but about promoting an important
cause such as Make-A-Wish "

The course went around campus. It started and finished in the
courtyard between the Skyline
Residence Halls, Integrated Science
and
Technology /Health
and
Human Services Building, and the
College Center.
"Running this race wasn't just
a goal to raise money; it was a
personal goal as well," said freshman Megan Westwood, a member
of APO. She never had run a race
before, so running three miles
was her goal. "I feel confident
that achieving my goal will also
help in making a child's wish
come true," she said.
According to Make-A-Wish
Foundation's official Web -ilr
www.wish.org. its mission is to "grant

the wishes of children with lifethreatening medical conditions and
to enrich the human experience with
hope, strength and joy."
"The local fund raisers like this 5K
are bread and butter for us," said Terri
Barnes, director of wishes for the
Make-A-Wish Foundation of Eastern,
Va. "We always rely heavily on what
we call 'outside' fund raisers — meaning events that are held on our behalf
— but without a monetary investment on our part. The less money we
have to spend to make money, the
more money we arc able to spend on
making wishes come true. Make-AWish has always depended on the
support of individuals to help spread
the power of a wish, and an event like
APO's 5K certainly does that."
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OPINION

A now CommonHi-.ilth work-hop. Women & Stress: How
Are You DaalJng?* is btsng held in Taylor Hall, room 303, al
11:30 a.m. This workshop W ill explain the unique role stress
pUyi on .i woman's mind and body, and will teach positive
sell-care techniques to decrease stress levels. For more intor
malion or to register call \H-7895.

Senior Class Challenge
Does gender atfect GPA?

House editorial
Darts & pats
House cartoon
From the wire
Campus spotlight

LEISURE
Crossword
Horoscopes

10
10

FOCUS
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22 - Si NDAV. APRIL 25, 2004

The JMU Keyboard Association is sponsoring a benefit concert in the College Center Highlands Room at 7 p.m. Acts
include Ross Copperman, Akshav Narang, Graham
Cochrane. I ife of the I ommon and the ( K erlones.
11, Ms are $3.

Friday, April 23

offers a forum for graduate psychology students to share
thi'ir devt'loping areas of expertise. At 1 p.m. in Taylor Hall,
room 306, Dr. Joann Grayson, recipient of a VA Outstanding
la*ulty Award for 2004, will present the keynote addn-ss,
"Thoughts on Supervision and Service Learning." For more
information call Sue at xR-6439.

STYLE

Reel reflections: Kill Bill. Vol. 2'
Sex in the suburbs
Tech talk security technology

Submitting events to the
DUKE DAYS Events Calendar

A non-sludent reported that
cash was missing from a wallet
that was found and picked up at
the police stalion April 18.

Saturday, April 24

In other matters, campus police
report the following:

UREC is holding its sixth Annual Biathlon at 9:30 a.m. The
first 50 people to register will receive a free T-shirt. The race
includes swimming a half-mile and running 3 1 miles and
can be done individually or with a partner. For more information contact Jason Burchell at *8-872n or visit
tninv.imu.edu/recrfQthn.

Patty Larceny
An unknown person removed a
commuter parking decal from a
vehicle in C10 Lot April 13
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
A JMU student reported that an
unknown person(s) stole a bike
Irom G Lol between April 16 at
3 p.m. and April 18 at 3:30 p.m.

The department of graduate psychology mnouOOH Hi annu
■1 Student Symposhim in fffwanh and Pr* Uct that will be
held in Taylor Hall from 9 a.m. to IS p.m. The symposium

On display

POLICE LOG
B> LAI UN MCKAY
police Inn reporter

NEWS

Contact I .mrun .it mckaylm t
m Ite taut date you would like your event
to bt- published. Please try to limit the event description In no more than 50 words.

Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug 25: 76

SPORTS

Gail Decker feature
Spring game preview
CAA got! championship

FUN FACT of the Day

Women's tennis CAA preview
Men's tennis CAA preview

ONLINE

in the past 60 years, the

Men's Tennis vs. WNL

GROUNDHOG only has
predicted the weather correctly 28%

CORRECTIONS

of the time.The animals' RUSHING back

WEATHER

and forth from burrows is believed

Today
Partly Ckxxiy
High 81 Low 58

KATELYNWYS/lN'Skl

Friday

Sunday

Few Showers
80/55

Showers
61/49

Saturday

Monday

Few Showers
68/50

Partly Cloudy
7fJ«3

to indicate
sexual activity, NOT

shadow seeking.

MARKET WATCH
As r*rj»e or Wednesday Apri 21 2004

CONTACT INFORMATION
The Bmaze is published Monday and Thursday mormnos and distributed
"mughout James Madison University and the local Hardswibijrg community
Comments »nd complwnts should be addressed to Alison Fargo"editor
MiaYig address:
K",?2"*,.
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'
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Dancers perform In the Dance Day Concert, which featured dance at various locations across campus. An Informal performance took place at Godwin Studio Theatre.

In the April 15 issue of
The Breeze, the front page
photo covering the Greek
Sing event incorrectly
labeled two members of the
Sigma Kappa sorority.

section pnons numbers
Sty* >*3151
NeV««M8W
. , I .,■

Breeze Net: httpJA*wwtt*bmn.org
Bookkeeper
| Ml M-tol

PubhCM
ToniMeMng

ADVERTISING STAFF
Ads Manager
MattLastner
Assistant Ads
Manager
i"... M iAd Executives:
KnslenEgan
Ray Lester
Drew MonMUnl
Micnsai Peterson
j«i Rajaj
Chrtstophvon
Imhol

Ads Design
Manager
James Matarese
AdDsslgners:
Man Brandl
Tyler Adams
Kelly Pederson
Jess Woodward
Charlie Tysse

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How (o place a classified Come to
The Breeze office weekdays between
Sam and 5 p.m.
■ Cost $3.00 for the Irst 10 words. S2
tor each additional 10 words, boxed
classified. $10 per column inch.
■ Deadlines noon Fnday 'or Monday
issue, noon Tuesday tor Thursday issue
■ Classrfieds must be paid in advance
ri The Breeze office

n beach Week 100*

Candie's Spa
CALL
433-3322

Ocean DriveTRosort-->^

Ctltbrating I 7 Ytan
Professional
HAIHSTYLING -TANNING I MASSAGE
Haircuts SI-SO

MISSION
The Breeze, the
student-run newspaper
of James Madison
University, serves student and faculty readership by reporting
news involving the
campus and local
community. The
Breeze strives to be
impartial and fair In its
reporting and firmly
believes in its First
Amendment nghls

•4
3
8

Perm $30.00
Tanning Visit II,00

Highlights $30.00

(rnWnwmpurd-s.il 0M)

Reservoir Street across from Costco.

Asian Nails ^
Full Sel
—
Fill In
S13-.
Manicure
S10 Parnlin Was Included
Pedicure
,...S18Wilh Foot Spa
Air brush Design
55 & UP
Hand Painted Design
S5 & UP
Gel Nail Set
S30
Gel Fill
$20
Silk Wraps
S30
Silk Fill
S20
Eye Brow - Facial - Body Was

Co)or

jjgjjj

Must present coupon.

8
O
O

Student Friendly - Book Now - Limited Availibility

9
S
9
O

Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa
Salon For Ladies 4 Gentlemen

Hours- Mon -Wed. 10am - 8pm
Thurs -Sat. 9am-8pm. Sun 1 lam-Spm
In Town Center. Behind Valley Mall

UPS Store
':tf><d ^UMBEI

High Speed Digital Copies

801-8070
Walk Ins welcome
Gift Certificates available
WE ACCEPT LOCAL CHECKS
& ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

JMU Student Special

Per Copy
8i«" x 11"B&W
Volume Discount

Phone: 433-6245

If you're in the drunk tank

we II fish you out

Backus Bail Bonding
When they jail you, We can bail you 111
Call
Johnny Backus 540 434 - 5757
or
Joe Wenzel 540 438-9100
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Women get better GPAs

NEWS

The 2003-'04 JMU statistical survey
shows that women on average, have
a .24 higher GPA than men.
SM

itoiy Mow

■tiHAIStlisM
Sorority holds Mr. and Mrv
Enchantment pageant
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc., is holding
its annual Mr. and Mrs.
Enchantment
pageant,
Friday, April 23.
The contestants will compete in the beauty and talent
show, and the event begins at
9.-08 p.m. in PC Ballroom.
There also will be an after
party, "TropAKAI Oa6,"
sponsored by Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity, Inc., and
Alpha Kappa Alpha that will
begin after the pageant and
end at 2:08 a.m.
The cost is $3 for each
event and $5 for both.

President of NCAA visits
to discus* role of snorts

22, 20041 THE BREEZE 13

"Our focus this year is on participation."
MATT BROWNLEE

Senior Class Challenge student director
SM

story Mow

Class Challenge invites seniors to donate money
already passed that dollar amount,
but now we're shooting to break 11
percent," Brownlee said.
According to Brownlee, seniors have
been participating in the SCC since 1989.
"The Senior Class Challenge is a
student-run program that gives our
class a chance to leave a lasting
impression on JMU as graduating seniors," Brownlee said.
"The unique aspect of this year's
challenge is that each donor gets to
choose exactly where |his or her| donation goes," he added.
According to the SCC Web site,
wurw.jmu*du/seniorchiiUcngf/history.html,

BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

news editor
Every year, the senior class works to
raise money to beat the amount of participation of the class before it. Only 4.5
percent of the senior class has donated
so far, and the goal is to reach 11 percent
by the end of the year, according to senior Matt Brownlee, Senior Class
Challenge student director.
"Our focus this year is on participation, not a set dollar amount,"
Brownlee said. "Last year's class
had 11 percent participation and
raised roughly $17,000. We've

classes in the past have donated as an
entire class to certain projects or areas.
The Class of 2003 donated to the Sept.
11, 2001, Memorial, the Class of 2000
donated to the Leeolou Alumni Center
and the Class of 1995 donated to a class
scholarship and a garden in the Edith J.
Carrier Arboretum.
"Giving back to JMU allows JMU to
keep giving students an amazing education in up-to-date facilities," said senior
Melissa Diffley, the committee head for
advertising and publicity for the SCC.
"SCC is asking seniors to donate so we
can establish a stmng Alumni Association
and keep up the amazing tradition

already established by past graduates."
Senior Katie Coleman. a member of
the SCC steering committee, agreed
with Diffley. "Our goal this year is 100
percent participation fn>m students. It
is a challenge to get more ISMOn
involved and less of a focus on how
much money is raised.
"All state institutions are given money
from the state, but with that and tuition,
[only] bare minimum costs are covered."
Seniors can drop off pledge cards in
SCC boxes in the library and the
University Recreation Center, on the commons or online at umv.jmu.edu/senkm:hallenge until graduation.

Talent Show:

Performance reaches Across Generations

The president of the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association will speak
Monday, April 26.
Myles Brand will speak
about "The Role and Value
of Intercollegiate Athletics
in Universities," at 7:30
p.m. in the College Center
Grand Ballroom.
The lecture is sponsored by the JMU College
of Arts and Letters'
Visiting Scholars Program.

Students host cabaret
show in Taylor Down Under
Ten students from the
school of musk and the school
of theater and dance will give
five free performances at
Taylor Down Under over the
next two weeks.
The shows, entitled "Just
Another Hour," will perform
musical selections in solos,
duets and group numbers.
The performances will
take place April 22 at 8
p.m., April 26 at 8 and
10p.m., April 29 at 7 and 9
p.m. in TDU.
Admission for the performances is free. The program is sponsored by the
school of music and TDU.
KATHRYN GARIANIVilitf/ifrwijrnv*"
Freshman Michael Dubovsky performs on guitar and harmonica during the "Across Generations" talent show hosted by HTH 458. the Senior Citizen
Planning Committee. The class works to bring students and elderly persons from the Harrlsonburg community closer together. People of all ages were
encouraged to Join In the show, or Just to watch. The event took place Sunday, April 18, from 6 to 8 p.m. In the College Center Highlands Room.

Local Methodist church
sponsors arts festival
HARRISONBURG — The
Asbury United Methodist
Church is sponsoring "Living
Artfully" A Sacred Arts
Festival: Artistic and Spiritual
Connections May 1 and 2.
There will be a lecture by
Catherine Kaapikian, director
of the Henry Luce rn Center
for the Arts and Religion at
Wesley Theological Seminary
in Washington, DC, she will
be speaking at 10 a.m.
Saturday on "Connecting the
Artistic to the Spiritual."
For information about the
event, contact Laura Douglass
at asburvumc@hca.net.

Lawmakers question
waiting on war funds
WASHINGTON, D.C.,
(The Los Angeles Times) —
Republicans in Congress complained Wednesday that the
George W. Bush administration's plans to put off a request
for more money until early
next year is unrealistic. And
the nation's top military official, |oint Chiefs of Staff
Chairman Gen. Richard
Myers, said the growing violence is pushing the cost of the
war far over budget.
The war is costing
about $4.7 billion a month,
officials said.
Defense officials arc studying their budget, which runs
through Sept 30, to determine
whether some money can be
moved from purchase programs or other Pentagon
accounts, Myers told the House
Armed Services Committee.
Myers said the recent
decision to extend the tours
in Iraq of about 20,000 troops
will cost the Pentagon about
$700 million more

JMU females have Students have too much credit
higher average GPA
BY TARA WEISS

Knight Ridder Tribune

BY ASHLEY
MCCLELLAND

news editor
JMU women have a
higher grade-point average
than men, according to
recent |Ml statistics
In the 21 m V04 statistical
summary compiled by the
university, women held an
average GPA of a 3.08, while
men held an average of 2.84.
"There can be many issues
associated with this [difference in GPAsl, and I think in
order to really appreciate
these issues, one needs to
look at a broad range of factors," assistant chemistry professor Kevin Caran.
Business professor Marina
Rosser suggested the reason
for the difference between
men's and women's GPAs
could be because particular
majors attract more men or
women that traditional
have higher or lower GPAs.
According to the JMU statistical survey, there is a
majority of women in the
education department, and
education is the subject that
consistently has a greater
number of A's than other
majors tin campus.
"In my limited experience
at JMU — two semesters so far
I have not noticed a clear
dirfcrence between the performance of women and men
in my classes," Caran said.
Rosser agreed with Cararu
rather than just kxtking at students' GPAs, the major and
courses taken by individuals
also should be considered.
"The GPA dynamic
over the years across all

the majors based on gender distinction is not very
representative," Rosser
said. "It should be broken
into by major groups and
looked into based on preferred majors by. women
and men and required
courses, respectively."
Both professors expressed
the importance of hard work
when it came to receiving
good grades in their classes.
"Good grades in my classes
depend on individual students' efforts and motivation,"
Rosser said. "I hope to particularly motivate women (by
being] a n»k' model but if they
take my classes as required ...
[courses] to complete a business major, the motivation is
not there," Rosser said.
Caran said, "[The grade]
depends a bit on the course.
In general, if a student puts in
the effort and they demonstrate a certain degree of competency on their exams, they
should have no problem
receiving a passing grade."
"In order to get a B or an
A, the student needs to
show that they can truly
understand the material
This includes — in addition
to knowing and understanding the information in
the lecture and in the book
— the ability to apply the
material to new problems
and situations "
Several students also had
ideas about why this difference in GPAs may be occurring. "I think it tends to be
harder for boys to concentrate," junior Carolyn
i

(-7M

Wildaliz Bermudez needed
to rent a car for her recent trip to
Puerto Rico, but the rental agencies wouldn't accept a debit card.
So, the Trinity College senior filled out one of the halfdozen credit card applications she had received in the
mail, even though it went
against her mantra: "Credit
cards are the devil."
Bermudez says shell pay

off the charges as soon as possible, and then she'll cut it up.
Credit counselors wish more
college students approached
credit cautiously.
But with credit card companies bombarding students the
moment they arrive on campus
— each is offered an average of
eight credit cards during the first
week of school, according to
JumpStart Coalition for Personal
Financial Literacy — the offers
can be difficult to resist
' Between student loans and

credit cards, the average student graduates $22,000 in debt,
$3,000 of that is on credit cards,
according to the student-loan
agency Nellie Mae.
Paying such a credit-card
dctM If tough on a starting
salary. And the effect on a credit rating can last through a person's 20s and into then 90i,
often the time when pcopk* try
to finance a car or a home.
Beth KoHiner, author erf "Get
see CREDIT page 4

School of music faculty hosts gala

C"HRIST<WHHtl.AB/J)A/ii-iii.»/**>j(fHr*f

Faculty from tha school of music performed Sunday In Wilson Hall Auditorium to raise
money necessary to found a new scholarship for music students.
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SGA: Senate unanimous on budget
M. I ffUM ptgt

he MU H.' pointed out th.it
\ VACP iskad ior $600 and
il originally rtci'ived $h00.
Sophomore VVi-sli Speravr,
sophomoir Class Omncil pn-.ident, said NAACI' members
'wen advised not to ask lor
more money than l.isi yeai
Sophomore Bryan Harvey,
Wayland Hall senator, said he
fell then' v\ a> I mistommunication between the SGA and
\AAl I'on requesting hinds
"I don't think this group
tvai advised as well as they
should have been, lie said.
Karen Mercer, the finance
committee adviser, expl
the steps taken to ensure that
each group fully understands
the entire
III)
process She said the NAACI'
was trained to use the same
requirements
as
other
groups.
Khair
said,
"These
awards fulfill their mission
statement, and Fin is all
about fulfilling the mission

statements "
The next amendment was
pniposed by sophomon' lohn
Slossan, Wampler Hall senator,
which was p,iss,il l,i add S'2^ to
the Sports Club Council's budget
for tournament trophy*
Slossan's next amendment also passed to remove
$1,500 from the Sports Club.
Council's budget for a volleyball coach and to put it
back into contingency.
He said that the SCt s tir-t
priority was to fund the
equestrian
club's
coach
because they needed one in
order to compete, for which
tin1 equestrian team got half.
He said he did not understand why SCiA then funded
some of the volleyball coaches
which was second in priority.
The treasurer of SCC said
the money needs to be in
their budget because if it's
not in the budget, they can
not purchase it because all
money the team has or uses
must be documented. He

also pointed out that Ihe
club volleyball team fund
-uses its ownfunds a lot,
and that it would not be fair
asking them to raise money
that would not go toward
themselves, but that would
instead go into the larger
budget.
lunior Kicardo Pineres,
Ashby Hall senator, then
proposed an amendment,
that passed, to take S1.500
Irom contingency and place
it into a miscellaneous fund
for the Sports Club Council.
Sophomore parliamentarian Michael Dickie simplified
the amendment and said that
a vote for ves" in it would
be asking the volleyball team
to reduce its fund-raising
efforts by $1,500 and an
opposing vote would have it
to raise the $1,500.
The Senate then voted on the
budgets as a whole and they
unanimously were approved.
The budgets now go to the
Executive Council.

• llf 1.11 *,"/*•'• —«f mtl\Umm>il
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Downtown H'burg

434-5663

would pav M.IHXI in interest
"Unless they're osrarul,
that college credit .aid debt
could follow them around tor
.i decade, »sy« Kobliner.
"You could be paying fa thai
tweata you bought in college well into your '(>•. It can
take \ear- or decades to
finally pay for an impulse'
purchase you make today.

And the effects ire far
reaching. Those who apply
tor mortgages or car loans
DU) not DC approved if they
have large debts. If they ire
approved, they would not
be eligible for the lowest
financing rates and could
ultimately pay thousands of
dollars more than someone
not in debt

GPA: Study shows females ahead
GPA. from page 3

Anzuini said. "Girls have
an easier time sitting down
and studying for long periods of time."
Sophomore lames Minnix
had a diffen-nt idea 'Perhaps
it's because then' an' more
girls to bring up the average,"
he said "< ienerally speaking,
11 think) women often scon'
higher on tests."

According to an article by
Andrew Hacker, of the Higher
Education Otronkk entitled
"How the B.A. Gap Widens
the Chasm Between Men and
Women." from The Clmmicle
Rtvmi* June 20, 2003, women's
higher GPAs may be a result of
social standards
"[Men) may be less apt to
listen can-fully in class or
heed how examination ques-

tions are worded," Hacker
wrote "In the past, young
men who went to college
could get in and by with their
C's; today, they face more
competition — from women,
in particular, and from the
growing number of students
going to college in general —
and C's will land them entrylevel jobs only at Costco and
Home IX'pot"

Klines
Flavor of the Week:

II you do not find wtial you ara looking lof. wa offar a largo aalactior
of Spacial Ordar fabric aampla books. Vogoa and McCall pattarnr.
and specialty tnma
Wa can rafar aaamslrasaaa to maka yoir
wadding or formal a mamorab*e reakly

www.ragtimefabrics.com
Husqvarna/Viking machine dealer

( HI HIT. from page!

a financial Life: Personal
Finance in Your Twenties and
Thirties." otters this example
Someone who graduates this
May with a $3,200 balance,
and who only makes the
minimum payment SI ST)
month, would still be writing
checks to the credit card company in March 2032 and

ICE CRKAM

Ragtime Fabrics offers a wide selection of
In-stock bridal and formal fabrics, gorgeous
trims and the full line of Butterlck patterns

tJu West Market Street

CREDIT: Students in more debt

then**

M-TH 9-5

F9-6
Sat 9-4

JMU English Professors
Dual Book Signing
Lucy Conn
Everyday Psycho Killers,
A History for Girls
(novel)

Jean W. Cash
Flannery O'Connor,
A Life
(new in paperback)

At B. Dalton, Valley Mall
Saturday, April 24, 2 - 4 p.m.

Qadits... ckeck out w new Vmak (Artists!

v one? Pork BBQ sandwirti
for «2.09. Gel one HALF PRICE

Downfown: 433-3917

NEED A JOB NEXT VEAR?
the
is hih*inc9 an
ONLINE ED1ITOR

'Skills in
Dreamweaver and
Web Design necessary
AND PBERCBSNG
540433-5612

Send a cover letter and
resume to:

'200 South Ave Harrisonburg, VA
Q
IA

\J

HOURS
Tues -Thurs:
12 Noon - 8 p.m.
Fri - Sat:
12 Noon -10 p.m.
Sun - Mon:
Call for hours.
Piercing tint available.

Alison Fargo,
editor in chief.
by Friday. April 30.

(C

Questions? Call X8-6127
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BUDGET: SGA debates amendments ! T-SHIRTS:
BVIKiET.fwm j<a^- 1
said. "They had to use their [cell
phono plans'] minuli-v
Ryan Powell, Freshman C lass
Council president, Hid that when
trying to plan events, it can be
difficult with the amount of
phonal SGA currently has and
cutting one would make conducting business more difficult
The next amendment, aba proposed by Travis, was to return
$386 to the budget so M< people,
not tour. COIlld Attend the annual
SGA conference, COSGA. The
amendment did not pass.
Travis said, "According to our
constitution, we have six executive members. We should be sending MX toCOSGA."
However, Gray said that the
standard over the years is that
SGA has four executive council
members — president, vice
president of academic affairs,
vice president of student attain
and treasurer. The other two
postions, speaker of the house

and chief of staff, are ex-facio
executive members.
Travis's
next
proposed
amendment
passed,
which
would return $90.42 into the
budget so some SGA members
COUld get business cards.
"We gave other organizations
money foi thistpecifk purpose,"
travii said.
The next item debated was ,tn
amendment proposed by Travis
to add a total of $1,500 for scholarships for SGA chief of Staff,
director of communications, his
torian and parliamentarian,
which was not passed.
However, Gray said, "No one
has said these people don't work
hard." However, he said there
should be a constitutional
amendment thai would add these
positions to the SGA Constitution
to receive the scholarship, not
through debate
Junior Lauren Bmussard, ISAT

senator, said the $1,500 would he
better for the student body it placed

hack into contingency.
The next amendment, proposed by Pineres, was to add
$343.65 to pay for hotel rooms
during the lobbying trips. The
amendment passed.
"We've funded hotels for lots of
groups." Pineres said.
Gray said the finance committee does not see why the lobbying students could not make it a
day trip because the lobbying is
in RichmondTravis, who went on one of the
lobbying trips, said n is Important
to have the night for strati gi/mg
He also said with traffic accidents
and congestion, leaving in the
morning to go to Richmond could
make the students late for their
appointments.
Sophomore
Mackenzie
Shimon, College of Arts and
Letters senator said during the
SGA lobbying trip, the group of
senators had three hours to visit 40
delegate and they needed to represent I ML" professionally, which

meant being rested and on time.
The next amendment, which
also passed, was proposed by
Spencer to add $90 for Wade
Robson Project publicity and Wade
Robson Project II publicity.
Spencer said the Sophomore
Class Council needs this additional money to reach all the students, and that often he and his
committee members are forced to
spend money out of their own
pockets to make sure its publicity
needs are met.
An amendment submitted by
sophomore Matt Taylor, director
of information and technology,
asked for $200 for general computer supplies. The amendment
did not pass.
Taylor said the SGA needs disks,
cables and other materials necessary
to keep their computers working
Gray said when something
specific is needed by the SGA,
then the item could be purchased
out of the reserves account, not
thn>ugh contingency.

U*%

Sale halted
T-SHIRTS, from page 1

license. That's one of those cracks that people could fall in.
"I would hope that the vendor | would differentiate] because he would know what his limits are.'
she added. "It was obvious to me, with this 'I'-Jiirt,
that it wasn't for a dub, it wasn't for a sports, team."
Les Mintzer, the I>twntown Athletics recreational sales manager who organized the print*
ing and the sale of the T-shirts to the Frisbee
said, "It's basically understood that we
don't (print for-sale products].
"If I knew this was a fund raiser ... I wouldn't have sold it to them," Mint/er said
llluzzi said that he was "500 percent positive
I told them it was a fund raiser."
Mintzer said he wasn't sun' if the ultimate
Frisbee team would receive a refund.
Sophomore Stephen Magneson, ultimate
Frisbee team member, said, "We're just trying to
get the money back because it's a pnxiint we
can't sell — it's an illegal product."
Illu/zi said he fronted the money to buy the
T-shirts being held in limbo.
Magneson added, "We'll sell shirts am w .u u<
just have to go through the whole process again."

Japanese Steakhouse & Sushi Bar

Our expert Kyoto chefs prepare.
from appetizer to entree, your delicious
dinner at authentic teppan yakl tables.

*Ma>

540.574.4901
829 E. Market Street, Harrlsonburg, VA

Mil B IB H SUB
EXPIRES: HM

Crossm
Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA

Call us at 41I-IOOI
or aome by today!
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SMUTS

GET YOU* FEET
READY FOR SUMMER//.'
..ilk. ♦

Wilderness
T$Voyagers
UotNoikfShaalMAceM Road (34-7234

Mention this ad
and receive a FREE *
32oz Nalgene with any
Keen or Chaco purchase.
* Offer valid thronflh April 30H,

GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED

Simple ^Pleasures K^afe

Call Us to Cater
Your Graduation Celebration!
Now open for Lunch and Dinner
Monday-Saturday
• Fresh baked breads and goodies
• Homemade soups and salads
• Care packages
aT^i*
• Boar's Head Dell
• Catering for all occasions
• Nightly dinner specials
498 H,..-~Li l%d.

:>(>4-><)SN

Sumafmm C asiro

Its as much fun as you imagined.
So why imagine?

USE YOUR DEGREE TO GAIN
IMMENSE POWER AND CONTROL.
$

1,250 in savings

*500 graduation bonus
+
•750 in customer cash
1.9% APR for 60 months
You can get either offer, even with no credit history:
'500 graduation bonus

Q*-

Get the Incredible power and control of (he 227-horsepower,
All-Wheel Drive Subaru WRX and get your choice of these

Introducing the CnCMttu/UASMlO
— the fastest, most powerful Vespa yet

exclusive offers. You deserve some credit, even if you have
no credit history. It's a special graduation gift from Subaru to
you. Visit a participating Subaru dealer or subaru.com today.

Him»oi*i«t.VA(S3
Bob Wade Subaru
SAO-4343900
bobwwJesubaiu com

(NONE 2C0CC UQUO COOLED / TOP SPEED 74MPH / POWER 20 HP
■RAKES DUAL DISC / BODY STEEL MONOCOQUE

SUUIMWLVA<^>

Staunton Subaru
SAO-SH

ioaMbaru.com

Voice Ootal*
900 Photon A»onm
lo, VA 22903

(tijffi Stellar Performer Dealerships set a new standard In customer service.

StoroHoim.
TuwdoyWdoy llomopm
Sa»»doy 9anvSpm
Ckmd Sunday and Monday

www vmpochonoaMvaht.C0Hi
S'QOOIWOMI

H<*•»*******•■* »uj ti—■nrma»ro» two

avcrjoxr><vrsr»«AtoivcrCicc*«Lts/*Dvvo«r»ct Keasi&mTfvcBvHsafnfutcfr,.~,„„
a>«v*i iPUD <OftV» B r» nonaONt <l» ON * CLOSS) nv>CX tOVJM. SfBDrwvurrrta^f,^
■M'«O*N!!.TURICX:A coNDrnoN5iC(i«(aYOBFtiocAit»Aii.
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Even if the customer at the store does
not explain plans to make a profit off of
apparel to the sales associate, the store
should be obliged to ask.
SM

hMM WKorial Mow

OPINION

■ From the Wire

HOUSE

The Swan' promotes
unhealthy attitudes
JetfPostelwait
The culture snob in each
[of us loves to scorn reality
television. After all, what
BEcouId be a more deserving
scapegoat lor our own overHSnflated sense of moral indig^bahon? We love to say that
^BUr entertainment has "gone
■p) far," even as we feast at
Vote sewer of what passes for
ti American popular culture
^Bese days, but let me say it
more time — we've gone
far with reality TV.
I'm talking about FOX's
Swan" and MTV's "I
t a Famous Face." Now,
been careful to keep my
UIMOTI with this sort of
lertainment in check.
HI the harm in some
fously scripted voyeurism,
than a little badly acted
.ilt/ and some prepack■omantic sentiments?
Ei weddings, the catand the blatantly
1 non-actors in reality
benign enough.
COnctpt took a more
ant turn when TV
ers decided to up the
with shows like
and "Face."
>u don't know, "Swan"
I0t" take ordinary peoI give them unlimited
h) plastic surgery so
ey can do everyday
ike compete in a beaugeant or imitate the
■ed life of a celebrity like
la Anderson.
it's no small coinciit it's mainly females
art in the gruesome
.tiviiies Now, it might be
id of the creators that they
ire making a statement when
hey revetl the insecurities and
cariousness of our culture.
Every episode of "Face"
is sure to expose the audince to grisly footage of the
dual surgery. Is this a stateient against self-mutilation
leled by a insecurity-ridlen hero-worship complex?
fcfaybe, but they spend more
time talking about how ordinary-looking and ugly the
contestants are.
What is more hideous
than the scalpels and sutures
are the attitudes of the people who agree to subject
themselves to this sort of
treatment. Some of them
would benefit more from
professional therapy than

they would from any cosmetic alteration. There's
usually more work needed on
their minds than their bodies.
Yes, people undergo cosmetic surgery every day. But
some of them have legitimate
reasons for doing so. Maybe
they're reversing damage
caused by an accident or
doing something practical like
Lasik eye surgery. Not all of
them, however, are attempting
to become someone else.
Thaf s the premise of both
shows — to actually become
someone else through cosmetic
alteration. The people on "Face"
want to become a celebrity. The
people on "Swan" want to
become beauty queens. Why?
Maybe it's because for
years these people have been
told that they are no good. A
careless comment can do
irreparable damage to a person; particularly females, who
are bombarded daily with
images of what they ought to
be and how they ought to
look. "Swan" and "Face" are
just breeding the next generation of hopelessly insecure
people. People like this have
serious problems and we
should not enable their selfdestructive behavior.
"Swan" should be teaching people to find beauty in
themselves rather than in a
doctor's office. "Face" should
be showing people the folly of
hero-worship and fetishism.
At least the producers
won't have any problems
finding new stars for their
shows. The format itself
ensures that there will be
no shortage of emotionallyshattered people with severe
self-image issues. Maybe
that's the point.
In this country, we have
no universal health care system to give treatment to people who are dying of serious
illnesses. What we do have,
though, is a culture that will
tell you you're not good
enough 24 hours a day, until
you buy their product.
We must forget the unattainable beauty standards of
a society that says you must
hurt yourself until you think
you're attractive.
You might point out that
these people have a choice to
go on these shows or not, and
see SWAN, page 9
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What is more hideous than the scalpels
and sutures are the attitudes of the
people who agree to subject themselves
to this sort of treatment.

EDITORIAL

Businesses responsible for licensing disclosure
A student sports club that printed Tshirts tor a fund raiser learned yesterday
that one Harrisonburg business had misrepresented its services by not informing
the dub of ifs only partial license to
JMU's logo — one that doesn't allow the
logo to be printed on apparel sold for a
profit. But, even if the business is
unaware of a club's intent to sell the shirt,
it has an obligation to accurately represent its services by informing the student
of licensing limitations.
Freshman Justin Uluzzi, Men's
Ultimate Frisbee Club member, fronted money from his own pocket to lead
a Frisbee team fund raiser. With a Tshirt idea in mind, he researched
local printing services, as Student
Organization Services instructs.
He settled on Downtown Athletics
Illuzzi had 50 T-shirts printed for the
group to sell to students across campus.
The slogan "JMU D-hall" in purple, a
popular design for JMU club T-shirts,
ran across the chest of the gray shirts,
and proved to be popular as the
shirts quickly sold out.
Illuzzi rush-ordered 60 additional Tshirts — he hoped to sell at a table on
the commons yesterday While seeking
approval for the table, Kathy Sarver,
SOS clubs and organizations coordinator, checked a T-shirt and noticed it

lacked a trademark logo — proof that
Downtown Athletics didn't own a full
license to print the JMU logo. The shirts
can't be sold, and Illuzzi may lose the
money he invested in the shirts if he
doesn't receive a refund.
The store does not have a license to
print the logo on apparel to be sold for
profit, according to sources at the JMU
Foundation. Les Mintzer, the recreational
sales manager who assisted the team,
was aware of the limited licensing that
prohibits a profit. He said he wouldn't
print an item for a club or organization if
he knew of plans to sell apparel.
But Mintzer also added that the store
makes no attempt to distinguish to customers the difference between a logo
printed on apparel either for profit or
sold at-cost for no profit. If the customer
doesn't ask, the associates won't tell
If Downtown Athletics doesn't immediately offer this information to customers, each is incapable of knowing the
legitimacy of the product, whether or not
the customer plans to sell it.
Even if a customer at the store does
not explain plans to make profit off of
apparel to the sales associate, the store
should be obligated to ask.
In this instance, Illuzzi said he told
Mintzer the team would sell the shirts for
profit. Mintzer also said Illuzzi never

mentioned plans to sell the the T-shirt
Hither way. Downtown owns only a partial license and should be obligated to
inform customers accordingly. ";
While packets of information concerning the fund-raising process are
available, no comprehensive list of all
businesses licensed to use the JML
logo exists for students to access
While this list would contain more
than 1,000 entries, according to Sarver,
it would provide reassurance to sru
dents seeking to print only from
authorized businesses.
If the student is unaware he or she is
unable to sell the shirts from a business
not owning a complete license and neither JMU nor the business informs him
or her of these limitations, the student is
incapable of making a responsible decision — one that complies with JMU
Licensing agreements and copyright law.
Downtown Athletics should refund
sales rp^-tp under false impressions —
including the money spent by Illuzzi. He
left the store with the impression thai the
shirts could be sold for profit and was
never given any reason to doubt the
legitimacy of Downtown Athletics
because the store representatives said it
owned a license to the logo Ultimately,
the business ethically should inform its
customers of its limitations.
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Dart.
A "you-should-have-gone-extinct-centuries-ago" dart to the entire roach population of JMU.
From a disgruntled Spotsuxxxt Hall resident
Who tvishes you would find some home other
than our aVuffS, laundry mini and D-hall.

A "thanks-for-cooling-us-dowrT pal Io
the James Bond wannabes for .imbushing
us with Super Soakers on a hot day.
From some hot sophomores wlto ahvays
wanted to be in a uvl T-shirt mint**!

Dart...

Pat...
A "yxxj<lon't^H-the-credit-you-deserve''
pat to 1 in 4 for showing JMU an awesome
side of the male gender
From a graduating senior wlio ahvays has
admired such a one-of-a-kind group.

A 'leave-rx\>pleVChristmas-presentsalone" dart to the person who stole my
digital camera at a recent '80s party.
From a sophomore who now is broke
because site had to replace that camera so tier
dad wouldn't be upset she lost it.

"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted lor all the triumphs which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— lames Madison

Tin- houM KstartsJ nAm the opinion of the edit**ulhoardaia whole, and is
in if naCCSBlfUf 'he opinion of any individual MafT member of TV Bretrt

I 7

Dart...

Pat...
A "way-to-know-everything" pat to the
Kinko's employee who helped us with our
publicity flyers.
From a Jew very grateful students wlio luwe
been working very hard and really appreciate tlie
break you gave them

A "keep-your-pants-on" dart to the immature felkftv who think-- mooning Ihe entire
Waffle House crowd is entertainment
From a sophvtnorr tito> is mortified from tlvfiill
moon Hut was out several times early Sunday
montbig
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RT Computer Systems
0. Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs

FrafeMioaal Can with a Personal Touch

Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts
540-442-7335
Hours: Mon-Sat. 9am to 7pm

In Kroger Shopping Center
Beside Plan 9 Music

Heavenly Ham
182 NeffAve. Harrisonburg, VA
On the Comer ofNrff Aoe.and Perimeter Rd
4J4-570Q 04-5011- Fa*

Vv7iy settle for lunch that is
less than Heavenly

Snenanfoan,

Annual Gyn Exam
Birth Control
Colposcopy
Breast Exams

Insurance and
Major Credit
Cards Accepted

Eat-In or Take-Out

Foxfield

Races

119 University Blvd., Suite B
Harrisonburg, VA 22801-3753
Office (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797
www.swhc.net

$1.00 off Box Lunch

10% off Party Platters

Box Lunch Includes sandwich,
tide dish, cookie fc drink.

Oiolces Include Itaavenly Ilam. smoked
turkey, roast beef, ham salad, turkey salad, chicken

Freshly baked cookies ac breads
Daily Soup Specials.

Lunches, Party Platters,
Spiral-Sliced Ham and Turkey
acHollday Meals.

Leonard W. Aamodt, MD, FACOG
Evan V. Forsnes, MD, FACOG
Martha A. Jones, CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L. Schminkey, CNM, MPH
Ann M. Schaeffer, CNM, MED

Other Platters Available:
Sandwich, Cookie, Fresh Fruit,
Fresh Vegetables 4c Bread

May 15, 2004

May 15, 2004

Valid In Harrlannburg store only
Not valid with other offer, or deliveries,.

Valid In Harrlvonburg etora only
Not valid with other offera or dellveriea.

Saturday
April 24, 2004
Tickets on Sale at University Outpost or
online at www.foxfieldraces.com
432-0287
1 i \J tickets sold at the gates;
Must purchase tickets ahead of time

The yearbook is
here!
Starting Monday pick up your free copy of
JMU s yearbook!
Monday April 26th -Friday April 30th
Zane Showker Lobby & Festival
Tuesday April 27th-Friday April 30th
The Commons

9 am-5 p.m.
Quantities are limited, so don't wait!
JAC card MUST be presented to get a yearbook
Questions? Call Gina at 568-6541
or email <jmu_bluestone@yahoo.com>
The Btucatonc

—

-—
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"My dog chewed
up my science
book — really!"

"The devil made
me do it."

Steve Rose
freshman, business

Lacey Rainwater
sophomore, art

22, 20041 THE BREEZE I 9
I turned down a
date because I Imd
to wash my hair."

"I Aon'I give
excuses."

campus
SPOTLIGHT

Amanda Sims
sophomore. SCOM

Rob Campbell
junior, TSS

KYRA PAPAHU in.. pd.«nnv*fr

What's the best excuse you've ever used?

rf.

You've been sitting there stewing
over it all semester.
The pressure's been building inside you.
Now. you've reached your boiling point.

SWAN: Contestants need therapy, not surgery
SV/AN, from page 7
that people have a choice not
to go under the knife for the
sake of beauty. Do they? What
can a person do when they
can't find something they like
about themselves except to
become someone else? We
shouldn't be surprised that
some feel there is no other
option available to them.
But there is an option: Make

your own standards of beauty.
Reject the voice that tells you
that you're not pretty enough,
thin enough, that your hair is
too unkempt or your teeth
aren't white enough.
We have to understand
that the people who are criticizing you are doing so
because they've got a product to sell, and those who
don't have a product to sell

'Special Student Rate*

are only riding you because
they don't like themselves.
That doesn't mean you can't
like yourself.
When it's not enough for
Eeople just to he happy and
ealthy, that's where the
line must be drawn.
People can't live up to these
kind of standards. They will
kill themselves trying — if not
physically, then mentally.

2 Locations

MINI STORAGE

Jfr

If you don't like the way
you look, ask yourself why.
Get to the root of your problem. Is there really something wrong with you, or
have you just been told it so
often that your inner fears
have become a part of you?
Jeff Postelwait is a columnist
for the Oklahoma State University's
Daily O'Collegian.

Letters to the editor at
breezeopinion @ hotmail. com
Just make sure you say it
in 500 words or less.

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson. III. MD
Herbert E. Bing. MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD
Jason K. Gentry, MD Maribcth P. Loynes, MD
Are pleated to announce

Catherine E. Rittenhouse, NP

Private Storage Rooms

will join

Sherry L. Mongold, FNP

24-7 Access

433-1 000

Secure
Facilities

at Nurte Practitioner in their practice beginning April 5th, 2004
(540)434-3831
Monday-Friday 8:30-5:00
for appointmentaJgjjwneU8j)02545-3j}48

Vlaminfr o at ad van&n parr/?
We serve all the essential party foods.
* sucMck platters
0 wrap

• homemade pitta salads
«*Mt salads

s macaroni I potato salads
a» dessert trays

* ptes aad cakes

Commemorate Your school yean
No, not with a yearbook fun of posed photos,
but with a plate or platter from Yo« MaSt ft!
jo remember important events and friends from

school, paint them on pottery!
Come In and we'll show you samples and how to do it!
If s fun, fun, f uni and one of a Kind for only to
piease note April-June utn hourji
T-TH10-7 F-fJat 10-8 gun 1-3 CMM M°n
lit putt) Main ST HarrfaonBun, VA uaoj

3*o-«*-«oo www.youm»d«lt.net

CALENDAR. EVENTS"
April U-Ladl«rNIJnt
April la- Motner/daumter uomsnop
April J*- Motflarl Day Worwnop for touts

Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

Hunter McGuire
School
Excellence in Elementary Education.
VAIS Accredited - K-5
Scholarship
Leadership
Citizenship
Art, Music,
Technology, Spanish

Now accepting applications.
(540) 248-2404
www.huntcrmcguire.org

ft
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
1

Today's Birthday (April 22). You could do quite well financially this year through a combination o(
charm and determination; luckily, you have plenty of both.

Aries March 21-April 19
Today is a 7 - Catch up on your reading.
) You may find a new source of enthi
Imagine that you'll soon have lots of
money. How will you manage it?

*j

Taurus April 20-May 20
Today is a 6 - You have an amazing abilitv
^_ , to keep going no matter what. You're also
-«Bjw gixxi ,il asking for, and getting, what s
ffW coming to you-now is a good time to col' lect.

Gemini May 21-June 21
Today is a 9 - Over the next three or four
•C.^ weeks, you'll have the chance to finish
TKJn several chores th.it you've let drag on fur
ffl\ way too long-start out by making a list.

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 6 - The next day or two should
I be devoted to leftover paperwork. It's not
', your favorite thing to do. but you'll feel

better once it's done.

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22
Today is an 8 - Your curiosity is liable to
be piqued soon. A fascinating foreigner or
I an overseas trip could be the cause. Now
you know which language to study.

4&!

*t:

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Today is a 6 - When it comes to making
money, stay involved. Even though your
partner knows how to set up a good deal,
you're still the best.

Answer lo last issue s riddle
Too wise you are too wise
you be. I see you are too
wise for me

I

■

6

'

a

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
Today is a 10 - Don't say loo much about
what you're doing until you get a little
further As a general rule, it's not good to
*;show people unfinished work-be cool.

1

I

24

23
30

R

28

Ri

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
Today is a 6 - Your family is demanding
more of your time and Hi tuition, which
can be a pain. But, since you're in a learning mode, just ask for their opinions.
They'll love that.
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ACROSS
1 Katmandu's
kingdom
6 Cuban product
11 Sen. group
14 Be too fruitful
16 Dashed
17 Numbered
pages again
18 Final one
19 Louisville
Sluggers
20 Brink
21 Unruly
gathering
24 Majesty
29 Unsuited
32 Product
booklets
33 incognita
34 Debate chair
37 Toothpaste
containers
38 Actress
MacGraw
39 Clan
40 Looks on
42 •_ of God"
43 Staggerers
44 Delia of
"Touched by an
Angel"
45 Subduer
48 Morning

1 ■ 1H ■
j

41

50

^^

condensation
49 Swift pace
50 Final
53 Be under the
weather
54 Super
supplement
61 Shaker sect's
founder
62 Sid Ceasar's
cohort
63 South African
golfer Ernie
64 Bamboozled
65 Full of self-pity

51

I
60

.

DOWN
Scand. country
Brink
Liveliness
Yemeni or
Saudi
5 Org. of Webb
and Inkster
6 Brings to
fruition
7 Cider-sweet
woman?
8 Type of
reaction?
9 King topper
10 Buttons of film
11 Fated
12 Sharp tastes
13 Peruvian
range
15 Dove or
Rudner
20 Swell
21 Fielder's
gloves
22 A point ahead
23 Red-and-white
sights
25 London lockup
staff
26 Still intact
27 Litigate
1
2
3
4

5S

56
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Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
Today is an 8 - You should be feeling
much better now, almost ready to take on
the world Discuss your options with
. someone you love. It's more fun to do
these things together.

1U

ie

43

. Today is a 7 - You can't do everything all
g^^t\ by yourself. It's foolish even to try.
'•■t Delegate, or hire help-others will be glad
to pitch in.

II

15

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

- Tribune Media Services

This thing runs but
cannot walk, sometimes sings but never
talks. Lacks arms, has
hands: lacks a head
but has a face.
What is it?

4

40

Today is a « - Your "social director" lias a
pile i>( IMnSji tor you to do. If you don't
st.in.l up tor your own free time, who
Mm how to say "no."
%

RIDDI i: of the Day

i

II

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
Today is a 7 - Team sports arc a lot more
fun when you're the captain. That could
WStk nut for others, too. Volunteer if they
' need a leader.

1

14

28 Fish sauce
30 Principle of
conduct
31 Food sampler
35 Far overweight
36 Stitch again
41 Quaff at the
Queen's Head
45 Lacking
freshness
46 One of the
archangels
47 Wet forecast
51 Part of a
wineglass
52 Fast food
choice
54 Wife or week
lead-in
55 Big bird Down
Under
56 Republican
letters
57 Grow old
58 Swabby's stick
59 Stolen diamonds
60 Turndown vote

Only, a l&tu naoml
nemcvUt da luwui to.
SuAtoltaie today,!

Need something right
away, or for summer?
Ask about our Immediate
Availability List
ft
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Local schools use ancient artifact collection
as educational tool
Story by senior writer Laura Dean • Graphics by art director Jenny Chanthapanya

Above, students create thank you card* depleting eomethlng they learned while visiting the
Madison Art Collection. Right, a student created
a representation of an artifact In the collection.

I

Tucked away in the basement of the College Center
lies a roomful of ancient artifacts from the cultures of Egypt, Greece and Africa. From small
beginnings in the home of John A. Sawhill to a storage
room in Anthony-Seeger Hall over to the hands of
schoolchildren throughout the Shenandoah Valley, the
Madison Art Collection has proven its worth as an educational tool both for JMU students and surrounding
communities. The collection boasts over 2,000 pieces and
opens its doors to JMU students, faculty and children
from area schools. According to several who have taken
advantage of the collection's resources, it is the educational programs that give the art its true value.
Katnryn Monger, curator and assistant professor of art
history, leads the crusade to make the historic objects available to people who would not normally have access to such
works of art. The collection does this through educational
programs geared toward area elementary through high
school students, as well as the JMU population, she said.
"What we'd like to do is be an educational resource for the
community," Monger said.
The collection opened its doors to the public in
September 2003. Since then, its programs have received
financial support from the department of Academic
Affairs, the College of Arts and Letters and through grant
funds supplied by the Arts Council of the Valley. Once the
collection was established on campus, Monger and
Mt-lanie Mason, a former JMU grad student and the collection director of education, began to focus on how best
to involve area K-12 schools.
The collection is reaching new populations through
field trips for public school children and Saturday morning programs called Voyagers, according to Monger.
After speaking with area teachers. Monger and Mason
said they knew that not only did students need to know
about cultures from other countries such as Egypt, Mali,
China, Greece and Rome, but teachers also needed to brush
up on their personal knowledge of the areas. As Monger
noted, "How do you teach [about] Mali to kids if you yourself have never had a class on African culture?"
Advertising themselves to the teachers of core curriculum
subjects, such as history and social studies. Monger and
Mason said they found area schools willing to fund Held trips
to the collection for students to gain valuable in-depth information they otherwise would not receive in a classroom.
Planning for these field trips began with the
Standards of Learning topics required for each grade
level. From these standards and teaching strategies,
Monger and Mason tailored their lessons according to
what students needed to know for the SOL tests. The lessons always incorporate various subjects, such as math,
geography and culture, according to Monger.
With as many as 100 students visiting at a time,
Monger and Mason said they provide a full day of cultural education to students from Augusta County,
Rockingham County and
the city of,
Harrisonburg.
Each field trip includes dance, music and
dramatic readings,
all taught
by JMU students or faculty.
JMU's
Special Events
Committee makes
the day even more
fascinating by catering these
trips and providing food specific to the culture,
such as couscous or other African dishes. By the
end of this academic year, over 1,000 public
school children will have visited the collection.
Monger and Mason said they hope to triple that
number by the end of next year.
Not only do the students learn about these cultures through Microsoft PowerPoint presentations
and art lessons, but each student gets the opportunity to visit the collection and view the artifacts
firsthand. Opportunities for older students include
a one-on-one guided studies with objects that date
back to 5,000 B.C., according to Monger.
"It's a wonderful opportunity to have these artifacts right in your backyard," Mason said. "It
brings it alive. It makes it viable."
In addition to field trips, the collection also
offers a program called Voyagers every other
Saturday. Voyagers is geared toward students
ing to enrich their cultural knowledge outside the walls of a classroom. Students
grades first through 12th, enjoy a similar
experience with the ollection, studying

civilizations from Egypt. Greece, Rome, Africa and early
Islamic cultures. Averaging 10 students per program,
Monger said she begins the lesson with a PowerPoint presentation incorporating the history, geography, art, politics
and religion of each respective time period.
Mason said she provides a lesson teaching the students a new art medium related to the culture discussed.
For students studying Islamic culture, calligraphic writing is the medium of choice.
Parents usually are very involved with the Voyagers
program and are encouraged to participate for their own
educational benefit, as well as to promote interaction
between the parent and the student.
Jan Gillis, University Marketing staff member, attended
Voyagers with her 15-year-old daughter, Eden Parks, a
home-schooled student, April 17.
"I think it's a wonderful thing," Gillis said. "It's
entertaining. It's educational. It's enriching to find
something like this locally."

66
/ think [the Madison Art Collection is] a
wonderful thing. It's entertaining. It's
educational. It's enriching to find something
like this locally.
-Jan Gillis
University Marketing staff member

Sophomore Lauren Futrell, an art major concentrating in
art education, said she learned about the Voyagers pn>gram
through her ancient art history class with Monger. As a
future student intern for the collection, Futrell was interested in seeing what was involved in a Voyager program.
"1 like that (directors! have a lesson, and [the students] get
to do a craft afterwards to reinforce the lecture," Futrell said.
The collection serves multiple purposes (or both the
JMU community and surrounding areas. The JMU art history department has taken full advantage of the resources
offered in the collection. According to Monger, almost
every art history class has some interaction with the collection. An estimated 250 JMU students have used the
collection for research related to art history courses. The
collection also serves faculty of other departments for
teaching purposes, or for personal research.
"One cannot gain an adequate understanding of surface texture, size, spatial relationships, et cetera from a
color photo in a textbook," said Mark DeLancey,
assistant art history professor who uses the collection as instructional tools in his own courses.
i "The development of the
Jl^ Madison
Art
:
™ Collection
is
absolutely
imper.iti\e in this
regard for a quality art history program at JMU."
^^ ^e^^f^-^^
DeLancey is not
the only faculty member
taking advantage of what the collection has to
offer. Doris Martin, professor of early childhood education, said, "JMU and the community are fortunate to have this resource and I am
grateful to the center for including [education]
students in this valuable experience." She said
she encourages her students to get involved
with the collection.
The mission of the Madison Art
Collection reaches beyond the walls of the
College Center. Monger said she hopes to
expand its uses throughout the coming years,
and actively is seeking partnerships with JMU
programs in an effort to provide students with
firsthand experience in teaching or research.
This little-known gem on JMU's campus also
sparks children's creativity throughout the
Shenandoah Valley.
"We hope to serve school systems that
don't have a lot of resources by providing them with a quality educational program right here In
Harrisonburg," Monger said.
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lead your team to the top. On your way to success, you'll also earn a
paycheck, receive money for college, get career training and many
more valuable benefits.
Learn to lead a team to higher goals. Join the Virginia Army National Guard.

YOU CAN
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- 'Vbl. 2* a slash hit
'Kill Bill, Vol. T hits
theaters with brutal force.
SM
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"This is a film that examines the insides of
its characters, instead of merely having them
spill out onto the floor in a bloody mess."
ZAK SALIH

senior
SM

story below

Dueling drumsticks duke it out for dough
*

i

t>

College provides
dating backdrop
BY KYRA PAPAFIL

senior writer
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PM Sigma
Epsllon
sponsored
"Rockln' for
the Kids,- a
battle of the
bands that
took place
Monday nlsjnt
at The Puh to
benefit Big
Brothers Big
Sisters of
Harrison burg.
Six bands
played 20mlnute sets,
each vying for
the win. The
winner, Adelyn,
was decided at
the end by
cheer and
applause.
Driving In
Silence (left)
performed.
along with
Debris (below).
Other bands
Included Harry
Ludeman and
Hlghwater,
Alamo Tree
and Eplstemlc.
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Over my lour years at JMU,
occasionally I've seen some variations of the recurring AOL Instant
Messenger away message —
"This is the only time in our lives
where we will have 15,000 co-eds
within a one-mile radius. If those
odds aren't great for hooking up,
I don't know what is."
With graduation a mere lb
days away, there may be little to
no hope left for seniors to benefit from these odds. But it isn't
too late for the rest of you.
College — more or less — is
like a lab. Before you groan or have
nightmares about long boub in
Miller Hall, hear me out. College is
an experimental lab for conducting tests, or dates, to discover what
we want and don't want in a
potential significant other.
It's four years — or more, in
my case — of trial and error. We
meet new people, make new
friends, date, hook up and make
up. While some of these happenings undisputably will occur,
unless you live under a rock in a
shady house off campus, there is
a catch to this experiment — you
must learn from it.
Anyone can spit lines or bat
their eyelashes until they are blue
in the lace, but it is through paying
attention to what you like or dislike about certain relationships,
people and yourself that the experiment begins to serve a purpose.
The dating mindset for most
tends to change upon graduation. After college, people aren't
looking for the trophy date.
They tend to shift the paradigm
from hookups and walks of
shame to finding someone who
potentially may serve a more

permanent role in their lives.
Trie truth is, cince graduation
rolls around and one is in the vast
majority of students who chose to
leave r^rrisonburg, this immensely dense ptx>l of prospective dates
may thin out a little, depending
upon one's destination.
While one can scour local bars,
restaurants or night clubs kicking
tor kive, there are a few other
options. If you are a religious person, a church, mosque or temple
isn't a had place to start. There,
you know you'll meet people
with similar values and tin nights
on faith One amid take activities
in which they wen* involved with
during college out into the real
world, such as volunteering in the
community
Joining your local IML
alumni chapter allows you to
meet other JMU grads who
you may have been overlooked while here. According
to Justin Thompson, director
of alumni relations, over
17,000 of JMU's roughly
80,000 alumni live in the
Washington, DC, metro area,
and more than half of all
alumni live in Virginia. Local
alumni association chapters'
Web sites can be accessed from
the Alumni Association Web
site at www.jmu.edu/alumni.
Alumni chapters participate in
social events, service projects,
scholarship fund raisers and
professional
networking,
according to Thompson.
The bottom line — undergraduates need to make the
most of their current opportunities for relationship enlightenment And, without a coed-dense dating pool, graduates have to get creative to
keep up the mingling.

Controversy accompanies
new security technique
review

ReeL | ReFLections

'Vol. 2' leaves audience ready for more
Bv ZAK SALIH
senior writer
The second volume to
Quenon Tarantino's homageepic, "Vol. 2" begins liki' its pn\iecessor — a namek», bkmdsplattered bride (Una Thurman,
"Paycheck") is shot in the head
by the eponymous Bill. It's a
frank, graphic sequence — one
that carries itself throughout both
films as the bride wakes up from
a four-year coma and carries out
a plan of revenge that takes her
from the depths of American
suburbia to the heights of the
Tokyo crime world.
With "Kill Bill, Vol. 2,"
the only victims remaining
are the strip club bouncer
Budd (Michael Madsen, "44
Minutes"), the cyclopean
Elle Driver (Darryl Hannah,
"The Big Rmpty") and Bill
(David Carradine, "Out of
the Wilderness").
If "Vol. 1" took its cue from
the world of kung fu, anime
and action films, then "Vol. 2"
devotes itself almost entia'ly to
the Western movie genre. The
genre transformation will be jarring to those expecting some-

"KILL BILL,
VOL. 2"
STARRING:
UMA THURMAN
AND DARRYL
HANNAH
RATED: R
RUNNING TIME:
134 MINUTES

*«tttt
thing like the viotoit-spectacle
of the seen in the first volume.
In the second, however, we get
more of the self-conscious, witty
— sometimes indulgent — dialoglM tan mav recall from
Tarantino's earlier films "Pulp
Fiction" and "Reservoir Dog*."
This is a film that examines the
insides of its characters, instead
of merely having them spill out
onto the fkxtr in a bloody mess.
Perhaps the greatest star of
the show is not an activ in the
film, but dnematographer
Robert Richardson ("The

Aviator,"
"Four Feathers"),
who instills each chapter of the
film with a w-ii.il tone all its
own. Triese tones are evident in
the grainy, hand-held flashback
to The Bride's training sessions
with
guru
Pai
Mei.
Richardson's style also christens
the streamlined black and white
sequenced wedding rehearsal
where the characters an1 kilkil
by Bill and his assassins.
But for all the pomp and circumstance, the concluding volume to Tarantino's opus leaves
the residual feeling of having
appreciated a puzzle that's
almost — but not quite — complete. You would be hard
pressed to find a contemporary
filmmaker with as much
knowledge ot and love for his
craft as Tarantino. What he dOM
in this film and its pivdecessor
is nothing shttrt of inspiring and
captivating. At the same time,
"Vol. 2" highlights the awk
wardness of splitting "Kill Bill"
into two separate films. After
watching both films and putting the two together, we're left
with a severely unbalanced picture. It seems certain sequences
belong at other points in the

movie; it would have been nice
to see some of the mexxi and
dialogue apportioned to the
first volume as well.
larantino is one of those
directors for whom creative
concessions only can cause
problems. Some say it was best
to release two films and others
argue for a single, four-hour cut.
If viewers can sit through threeand-a-half hours of a Middle
Karth fantasy, why can't they
tolerate four hours of a martial
arts/western homage?
In the end, we're left with
the .iwkward — but completely worthwhile — "Vol.
2" — and the fervent wish
for the release of a volumeless, uncut "Kill Bill."
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BY DAVH NORMAN

staff writer
Imagine walking into a clothing store where one's size measurements exist on the store's computer. Imagine one's personal
buying habits and preferences at
the disposal of a clerk with a personal data assistant Now, imagine that these possibilities do exist.
Radio
Frequency
Identification tagging is the latest
and greatest approach to inventory management for many
enterprises. RFID began as a
theft-deterrent device. Clothes
are marked with an RFID tag to
alert the store if someone has
walked out with an active tag.
Also, RFlDs make possible the
use of EZ Passes and Smart Tags
on toll roads Recently, RFID tags
have become so small they can
be hidden and embedded in virtually anything. This feature has
created contntversial privacy
and security issues.
Wal-Mart and many other
large inventory corporations currently are in the process of moving
their suppliers to RFID technokv
gy, according to avt.com, an online
news resource. Every shelf in a
warehouse or cash register in a
retail outlet is equipped with an
RFID receiver. Once an item LS
pulled from the shelf, the RFID
receiver knows where the inventory has been, where it's going
and who is going to be receiving
it, according to news.com. For

exampk', as a shirt is pulled off the
shelf, a request for more of the
same shirt is sent when supply is
low. Each receiver is equipped
with a unique identification so the
store automatically can tell which
supply is needed.
Hie conbDvaw enters in that
RFIDs have the capacity to track
not only purchases, but people.
Ultimately, consumers would lousing, carrying and wearing
objects that are designed to be
watched and tracked.
Many companies opt to leave
RFIDs enabled for future tracking
purposes, according to cwf.com.
Stores potentially could remember names, sizes and buying preferences of each customer. The
RFID tag may trigger a database
call which would alert the point
of sale system of yoiii , .ml and
number from your last purchase
— a process that might seem a bit
tixi invasive for some
In the future, RFIDs could
become more contiwersial. One
company, Vt-riChip, has devekipitl
the technology few these ta^ to be
buried under the skin inctinspicuously according to 4VenOiipwm.
At about the si/e of a grain of rice,
the tag provides "emergency personal information"' by allowing
health officials hi access pertinent
personal health inhumation.
The question now beauties
how hard will technology
push when it comes Id the
compromise of personal security and privacy?
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Senior columnist looks to future with foot in past
As college career comes to close, English major shares wisdom, nostalgia with fellow students, majors
The way I Mt this week's with the delicate fingers of an
column ending up it like this archaeologist and begins l,i
Hve a in years from now. read. The topic ol the column
BoriN disillusioned young — some words of wisdom for
scholar of literature in the English majors
midst of a tortuous dark night
As graduation becomes ,i
will be wandering around no longer indefinable event
caanpui or rifting through a but an impending reality, I
i urMdt pile of garbage with find myself poring over what
.i well-worn sneaker when he the past four years as an
OT she will come across llus English major have done for
column. We won't waste too me. Keep in mind I'm I
much time pondering how a School of Media Arts and
■ingle sheet of newspaper, let Design major as well, but that
alone an entire issue of Tile hardly fits in with the theme
Breeze, could survive five or ot this column — maybe in
10 Mars on its own — that's my next life I'll pen a column
not how then stories work.
called "All Things Modular."
Instead, let us imagine this
Four years may sound like a
sheet ol paper you're now substantial amount ol tune, but
reading, ripped in some it goes b] last when one's havplaces and streaked in others ing fun, and there has been no
with the vellow grease ot his- greater pleasure than spending
torjl Our troubled young my college yean reading and
•cholat picks up this column
mg engrossing literature.

Whatever the Philistines may
say about the practicality of
our major, at least we've'spent
our time here doing what we
do best: reading and writing.
1\ hen it comes to the
study subjects of the more
mathematical and scientific
major* whose subject matter
would seem to eclipse those

want some
extra cash ?
>ii?^H-aoo
n01frer
anno,

isgivingj$100 away
yep, you read that right!
Thursday April 22nd
5-8 pm
OutSide D-hall (nun or shin.)

8100 to a student wearing any shirt
with JAMES J^cHoNE logo on it!
lnrio*

* jrwflry

5 Court Square, harrisonburg ("Heict to <Ban(^OjAmerica) 433-185

Quiznos

of English majors, don't be
disheartened
by
their
"English-majors-equalsEnglish-teachers" arguments.
Shrug off the enormous
entry-level salaries and the
frequent job offers and
internships that come their
way. They seem to be happy
where they are — don't let

them make you feel unhappy
where you are.
But, the merits of an education in English language and
literature
or bl another language, for that matter — aren't
the kind you find ill corporate
jobs or corporate salaries. Our
rewards primarily are the internal kind, the feeling ol s.itist.u ■
lion ol having del .'led foul
years to something we loved
■I caving in to outside
pressures. Our passion for literature is just as Herce as the passion for computers that hour
like a thick fog around The
Building Across the Interstate
There will be times when
you'll question your motives,
instances
when
you'll
kick/punch/claw/torture
yourself for making the wrong
decision. Don't worry — for
those who are devoted and

dedicated, such feelings usually
are tlie symptoms of having
gone with a gut decision Trust
me, those feelings will pass.
If it weren't for people
like us, I think literature
would have fizzled out a
long time ago, resigned to
that
Dante-esque limbo
along with Mariah Carey's
musical career and those
weapons of mass destrue
lioa The art of writing and
interpreting literature lead!
to a dissemination of idea.
and impressions that creates
a grand network of scholai.
who, in turn, instill in other,
the same desire to read, wrile
and study. We are missionaries, defenders and gardeners
And whether you're a student
of today or a purpose-starved
scholar of tomorrow, we all can
take comfort in that.

SPECIAL THANKS
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Valet Cleaning
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valley Lanes

A Oifleiem Facet Jeweler
Andre Vietle
Applebee's
Artistic finnsr
Belt
Blockbuster
Boston Beanery
Buffalo Wild Wings
Bull Pen
Burger King
Canaan Valley Reson
Carlson Wagonln
CICI'S Pine
Oaily News-Rtani
Elaine Hurst (arnst)
Four Points Sheraton
Grand Home Furnishings
Green Valley Boot Fair
Hair Ampelon
Hair Corral
Harper s Lawn Ornaments
Harrisonburg Autorama
Heavenly Ham

Heritage Oaks Goll Course
Holiday Inn Siaunton
Holiday Inn Winchester
House Of Oak
IHOP
Imago Merle Norman
Inn by the Side ol the Road
JMU Athletics
JMU Band
JMU Bookstore
JMU Dining Services
JMU Bute Club
JMUNCPO
JMU Parking Services

PacksaddleRidge Golf Course
Papa John's Pi/za
Pargo's
Plan 9 Music
Relay loi Lile (Celia Wright)
RMH Wellness Ceotei
Robert Good Photography
Ruby Tuesday
Sam Goody
Sayre Promotional Products
Schneider Trucking
Schreckhise Shrubbery
Secrets Of The Valley
Shear Image (Sue Hurst)

John Rogers (golf pro)
Kale's Natural Fopds
King l .Hour Photo
Kline's Ice Cream

Smokin' Pig
Sofas 4 U Plus
Sprint

lakeview Goll Course
Lincoln Financial Gioup
The Madison Fund
the Mark li

Steven Toyota
Sunspols
Supply Room
Sutei's Handcralled
Furniture

Massanutten Goll Couise

Travel Counsellors Inc.

<_

mm

JMU EasUyiM:
Craig Abrahamson
Lorena Grunewald
Stephanie Jones
Sherri Kile
Lisa Knicely
Rosie McAiiliur
Tammy McClean

1 n s«si sunm St

*

3

©BUFFET
o e?

With this coupon, Exp. 4/30/04
| One per Coupon per person per visit Not Valid with
any other offer
* — — — _

Wilson Jewelers
WMRA

Carol Miller
Cally Oglesby
Mark Pinnow
Sharon Roudabush
Amy Sirocky-Meck
Susan Wheeler
Frances Wilteison

YOU|AN0

I with purchase of any sandwich

Weyers Cave Pharmacy
Williamson Hughes
Pharmacy

Go's PIZZA
°9ALL

i Free Reg. Soda

Valley Mall
Wachovia Bant
Wetsel Inc.

JAfc CARDS ACCEPTED
Beside^Harrisonburg Crossing. 540-432-1302 j

O

a

HARRISONBURG
2035-91 East Market St.
Skyline Vlllag, Shopping Ctr.
0

Pizza • Pasta • Subs

Franco's would like to thank all the JMU
students for their support, and introduce the
new catering menu for all upcoming JMU events.

16 Kinds of Pizza

1/2 Tray
1 1 T-a,
Franco's Catering Menu
8-10mvmgs) (1S-20 swings)
Lasagna
29.95
55.95
Vegetable Lasagna
31.95
59.95
Baked Ziti
25.95
49.95
Stuffed Shells
29.95
55 95
Eggplant Parmigiana
29 95
55.95
Sausage. Peppers & Onions
31.95
59.95
(Sauteed or In Marinara)
Penne ala Vodka
25 95
45.95
Penne Spinach & Mushrooms
25.95
45 95
Meatballs (2 per person)
175 (per person)
Garden Salad
1495
27 95
(Lettuce, Tomato, Carrots. Onions and House Dressing)
Conveniently Located in
the new Wal-Mart
Shopping Center

540-564-0105

Please call in advance
to ensure your order is
ready when you arrive

(540) 432-9099
Parfra * felad * Dewert

Large l-Tapping

Large Value Pack

One large round pizza
wrth cheere and one "topping.

Two. hrajt nmt 0* fjjajfej, plz„, ^,
or* larat qarlk bread „, a»rnr». CWt
•" 0mt*°" "* AH*, or Chord*.
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ONLINE FEATURES:

SPORTS
- MEN'S

BASKETBALL -

Keener
hires final
assistants
BY IAMBS IRWIN

sports editor
Coach Dean Keener has finalized
his coaching staff for the 2003-'04
men's basketball season.
Joining Keener on the sidelines ft*
the Dukes will be former Southern
Methodist University assistant coach
Kobort Bnckey and former St. Francis
College assistant coach lake Morton
The two will join former Rhode
Island C ollege assistant coach Michael
Kelly, who was hired last week.
'I was looking for a group of guys
that were enthusiastic, energetic and
could bnng different things to the
table,* Keener said.
Hi i. lay is a former player at Duke
I niversity and Morton is a Uni\ I
of Miami alumnus.
According to Keener, all three
I—istant coaches bring spenti.
recruiting ties to the Duke
"Robert bdltlj fool Fayettrvilk[N.C] and playing at Duke brings that
area," Keener said. "Jake being from the
(Washington,] DC. area and playing his
high school (basketball] at Gonzaga
l*rep covers that region. Mike being
fnim the Northeast brings that an i
As the acclimation HOOM for the
three recruits continues, Keener is
upbeat about his new a whine, staff
"I'm just really excited because they
bring a lot of different ideas and experiences within the profession," Keener
said. "These guys understand the mission and the culture of JMU."

—

FOOTBALL

—

Dukes ready
for annual
spring game

WWW. THEBREEZE. ORG

LACROSSE

Decker leads by example
Coach praises senior
for leadership, drive
BY JAMES IRW IN

sports editor
To get an Indication of
how talented women's
LaOOIN senior midfielder
Gail Decker is, one simply
should look at the numbers
that she puts up. Decker
Ittdl the NCAA both in
goals scored and points per
eama this season and is a
candidate for the Tew i
Trophy, awarded to the
ii Player oi the v.u
Decker may be the most
accomplished offensive
player in JMU's lacrosse history. She is firM .ill-time in
career goals scored and, as o*
Wednesday night's game
against George Meson
University, is second in
career points all-time.
Unl is the most wellrounded player I'vi
been able to work with,"
coach kelhe Ybuns said.
However, to understand

the Imped Decker has on
the lacrosse field one needs
to look deeper than her
li st,ll|s(Hs

"As a captain, Gail brings
such a strong practical sir.itegy to the game," senior
defender and co-captain
Jessica Beard said. "She
leads by example
Case in point: With JMU
losing 4-3 at halftime Bgamtt
the University of Delaware
earlier this season, Decker
led a seven-goal barrage by
Scoring four gOSJi early in
the s«\ond half. Ihe I Hikes

built an insurmountable 11-5
lead and went on to a 13-7
victory over the Blue Hens.
"She was just fired up in
that game," Young said.
"She made a decision that
we weren't going to lose."
In sports, bringing a
solid game strategy and
having the tenacity to r.i By a
team are characteristics of
bring., leader
I very unselfish.
Young said. "Gail is just a
great teammate and a great
Captain [Ml summer, her
work ethic really kicked
into gear, and you could tell
that she wanted to lead this
team to greatness."
No. 8-ranked JMU very
well may be on the path
toward greatness. The
Dukes currently are 12-3
overall, 6-0 at home and
undefeated against Colonial
Athletic Association opponents this season.
The team also is 5-3
against Top 25-ranked
teams, with impn'ssive road
wins against then-No. 18
Yale University, No. 6
Dartmouth University and
No. 17 Towson University.
According to both Decker
and Young, these wins have
the Dukes playing well at
the right time.
"We hatve abl seniors on
the field and a deep bench,"
Decker said. "With the hard
work that we [players| put
in and our coaching staff, 1

steUHCKER.im&M

KYRA PAPAFlU/ifc ph.*
Senior midfielder Qail Decker (No. 8) Is a Tewaaraton Trophy candidate and currently leads
the NCAA In goals scored and points per game. No. 8 JMU has won seven straight games.

WOMEN'S TENNIS

BY MATTHEW STOSS

assistant sports editor
Spring practice began two weeks
ago, and as JMU heads into its annual
spring game Saturday, it seems the
right people are paying attention.
"The only people interested in
spring practice are fixifball players and
the coaches," coach Mickey Matthew I
said. "Everyone else waits for the tall
The Dukes are coming off a 6-6
season in which they went 4-5 in the
Atlantic 10 Conference. However,
JMU graduated only five players
from its 2003 squad and optimism is
on the rise along with the springtime
temperatures.
"It's been a very positive spring so
tar," Matthews said. "We enjoy it, and I
think the players enjoy it."
Kick (nmi last war's team an1 |rising] red-shirt sophomore running
backs Alvin Banks and Maurice Fenner
and [rising] red-shirt senkir quaileiback Matt LeZotte. as well as a healthy,
much-improved offensive line.
"[The backfield] looks good,
Matthews Mid
Akin Hanks ,m.l
Maurice |l'enner| have had a real
solid spring. Reallv, all the nmning
backs have done well.
"We've also made headway in our
offensive line.'1 lie iddtd
On the oilier side of the ball, the
Ihiki-. sav goodbye to their leading
tackier, linebacker Dennard Melton,
and aim to All A-io defntvi ml
lerame Southern, but their former
teammates have wasted little time in
filling the departing seniors' shoes.
"[Rising sophomore] Tony LeZotle
is having a great spring at free safety,"
Matthews said. "Another kid who's
had a good spring and improved the
■Mini Bering us [nsingi rod-shirt sophomOR [defensive end] Kevin Winston.
He's pl.ivui \in well '
lii the off-s.Ms.xi, |Ml hired left
Durden a new offensive coordinator,
who bring* with him a new offense that
plans to be a departure from that of
JMU teams of the past.
"I think we're going to be more
explosive then we were las! veil
Mattlicus said And not onl\ (hal.
but we've got the same players as
we did last year
"They're a year older and more
experienced, and they're off to a great
start and we're right where we need to
be with our offense."
The Dukes and their MM oSenM
lull l»' on display Saturday on /.inc
Showker Raid il Undgeforth Stadium.
kukoMisset tor l 30pan
"It's going to be a wide-open dav
Matthews said. "We're going to thn>w
a lot of passes and have a gixxi time "

MEN'S TENNIS: JMU TAKES DOWN
WASHINGTON & LEE UNIVERSITY.

Dukes set for conference tournament
BY TOIJIJ BAO( HI
contributing writer

The JMU women's tennis team heads
to the College of William & Mary
Thursday for the Colonial Athletic
\"i\ i.ition tournament April 22-25. The
Dukes finished the season with a solid
12-6 record overall while going .V1 in the
nee. |ML' enters the CAA tournament seeded fifth in a 10-team field.
In the tournament, JMU will face No.
4 seed University of North CarolinaWilmington in the first round UNCWilmington defeated JMU 4-3 in a hardfought hattle April 4
Senior CO-captJSfal Margie Zealfuui
summed up the team's excitement about
their rematch with UNC-W.
"The List match against UNC-W really pumped us up tor file CAA tournament," Zesinger said.
Coach Maria Malerba echoed

Zesingcr's sentiments.

They're all really psyched to play
UNC-W again after coming so close to
beating them |the last time they played
each other)," he said.
No. 1 seed William & Mary has won
16 out of the last 18 CAA tournaments,
including 15 in a row between 19862000. The No. 2 seed, Virginia
Commonwealth University, is the
defending CAA champ, and will to be
tough to beat again, according to senior co-captain Spencer Brown.
"This year's tournament's field is
tough as it always is," she said. "But
William & Mary and VCU are the two
nationally ranked teams that are going to
be hard to beat."
William & Mary currently is ranked
No. 38 nationally in the latest
Intercollegiate Tennis Association college rankings, while VCU is ranked No.
53. Both teams have singles players
ranked in the ITA top 100. William
AMary's Megan Muth currently is

ranked No. 25, while VCU's Olga
Barisova and Silvia Urickova are ranked
No. 59 and No. 66, respectively.
In order for JMU to beat UNC-W
and advance in the CAA tournament,
there are a number of players the
Dukes will rely on, two of which are
Zesinger and Brown.
In addition to being the Dukes' No. Iand No. 3-ranked singles plavers. respectively, also are a formidable doubles
team at the No. 2 position.
Also, the Dukes will look to juniors Kristin Veith and Rebecca
Vanderelst for important contributions. Veith and Vanderelst make up
the Dukes' No. 1 doubles team and
have played well together all year.
With also happens to be the Dukes'
No. 2 singles player, while Vanderelst
plays at the No. 4 position.
The JMU women's tennis team plays
UNC-W Friday at 4:30 p.m. in the first
round of the CAA tournament.

KYRA PAPAFUJUIr ;*»„

Junior Kristen Veith
awaits a serve during
JMU's victory over GMU
last weed.

MEN'S TENNIS-

MEN'S GOLF

JMU heads to W&M for CAAs

Dukes wrap up
CAA tournament

Dukes looking for first-round win
BY JOHN GALLE

contributing writer

CMRISIllfllf k I Ml,

Junior Martin Rohrlcht returns a shot
against Washington and Lee University
Tuesday at the Convocation Center Courts.

The men's lennis team
earned the fifth seed in the
upcoming Colonial Athletic
Association Conference
Tournament, where it will
play the fourth-seeded
University
of
North
t .irolina-Wilmington The
matchup is scheduled for the
second day of the tournament Friday on the Adair
Courts at the College of
William & Mary.
The Dukes finished the
regular season with a ninegame winning streak,
winding up with a record
of 11-8.
"One of our goals has
always been to get info the
four [vs.] five match," coach
Steven Sccord said. "There,
we have the best chance to
win in conference and get to
the semifinals."

The two possibilities for
the fifth seed were Hotstr.i
University
and
JMU.
Though these two teams
didn't meet head-to-head
this season, the polls swung
in favor of the Dukes as the
Pride were given the sixth
seed in the tournament
Between the two teams, the
Dukes beat out their common
opponent. The
University of Delaware, 40, whereas Hofstra was
unabk' to beat the Blue Hens
as decisively, winning 4-3.
Secord explained that
the Dukes will enter the
tournament with a notliingto-lose mentality.
Other teams know what
we are capable of... and we
don't have pressure |to win]
from our Iranking]," he said.
I v|vriencc is something
the Dukes have been blessed
see TENNIS, page 17

JMU came in fourth Sunday in the Colonial
Athletic Association Championships I he
Dukes were led by senkir Jay Woodson. who
finished second overall.
The final nxind was decided in a three-man
playoff between Woodson, Old Dominion
University's Greg Sampson and Tow son
University's Billv VHlMaeid.
Wingerd sunk a birdie putt, and Vvvxxlson and
Sampson both missed 20-footers. The miss,-.
ended the playoff with the win going to Wingerd
Woodson's weekend was highlighted by
his final round, in which he shot a 67, tying
him for the third-best mark in JMU golt history It also was his second lowest score for an 18hole round this season.
JMU junior Jason Robertson finished 17th
overall, going eight over par for the three nmnds.
Also placing in the fop 20 were junior Jairo
Irreno and sophomore Joe Scheffres who both
finished nine over par, goixl for 19th overall
Their best rounds both carded at 71.
The University of North CarolinaWilmington finished first overall and secured
an automatic bid to the NCAA Toumanu-nf
JMU next heads to the Andrea Hrotto
Cavalier Classic in Chariottesvillc April 23.
—/mm sto/? reports
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ThiS SUmmer, live and learn

in WASHINGTON, D.C.
During our summer teutons, you'll soak up individual attention from The Carbolic University of
Americas renowned professors and supportive staff, while you bask in Washington. D.C. i legendary
resources, attractions, culture, diversity and history.
CUA offers more than 260 courses and programs in the summer months for undergraduate and graduate
student *.C jtch up or get ahead in your degree program. Our offerings include:
' Architecture

' Engineering

* Media Studies

■Politics

• Arts& Sucinn

' Religion

* Music

► Library Science

• IVbology

' Business

* Nursing

•Social Work

' Education
The sun may be blazing but the opportunity to expand your
academic horizons is even brighter. For information, visit the
Summer Sessions Web site at bctpi//Minmcr.au.c«iY call us
at 202-319-5257 or e-mail us at cw-wmmers**cua.edu. We
look forward to welcoming you this summer!

Office of Summer Sessions • 202-319-5257

N

2

MINI STOR IT
SUMMER STORAGE

■■■hair

Catering to
Student and Faculty

Barber Shop & Styling Salon

$6.00 Haircuts

msmm

/BUT tOW DJNliWACi S>»CE \

Flattops, High & Tights, Fades, Perms, Highlights,
Foiling, Cornrowing and Waxing

Compare Rates and Facility

434-4844

Visit ui on the web ol www.minislont.com

433-1234

190 E. Mosby Rd. Harrisonburg
(Just off South Main Across from McDonalds)

_pw Prices -

X ONLINE
magazine
\'

(MM
["

*—

i

- Climate Control
Units Available

Office & Resident Manager

33 West, Harrisonburg
Directly across from Rockingham New Holland

\

- Completely Fenced &
Well-Lit
- Close to JMU

Fire Rated Buildings
24 Hour Security
Low Prices
Phone Answered 24 Hours

Now Accepting JAC Cards!
Hours
M-W 7:00-5:30
Thurs 7:00-7:00
Fri 7:00-5:30
Sat 7:00-2:00

U-STORE IT
U-LOCK-IT
U KEEP THE KEY

of

Diletei Piffles
NrMvhoU Wttk

1■

Ih« fti'd IMMI hunt son* ol
*M LA. utdtrgrouM KWl
monconnmntrapetfi
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TWdoMCDmoMftyoi
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KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.

*M«i' IHIHU fto two motel
'OKci«rHuni|Vi»iMMIM
now Motta *Quosko«o'
•toducodbyHMy

SoaoVt Larch*
W&noou
Joat Sosoo (no roloton).
hOW*»*l I* Moid Mt> |
nong VOKI ml o MN to no
oM-OCMolml.

ThoMmwMi

434-9999

■i Free Delivery
£ Flex Accepted

(540)568-9899 *
Sun-Thu until 1am
& Fri-Sat until 2am

o
*

Super Combo

0IIU.II.
(MUbelU
TIN MM Mid tolling ol ft*
Ajn«nciil goopol mufK tilt com*
Rot tost oot ol choichu km horn
fta km ooicku. cofta IM
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MvttooMiLomiEMMi

APRIL 2114
ISSUE 103
Bookmank UA and
MME M often, at
uww.pian9muUe.oom,

Best Food - Low, Low, Low Prices - Best Fa.

' SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC2 Pork, Chicken, Beef or Shrimp Chow Mein
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC4 Sweet and Sour Pork
SC5 Moo Goo Gai Pan
* SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
* SC7 Hunan Chicken
SCS Pork with Mixed Vegetables
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
• SC10 Hunan Vegetables
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
* SC12 Kung Pao Chicken
• SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
•SC15 Hunan Beef
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
•SC18 Szechuan Beef
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
* SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
• SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC2S Four Seasons
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
• SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

All entrees come with
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spring Roll

8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:
only gffi
Wonton,
Egg Drop,
or Hot and Sour

' Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

Ion*

Style

and don't forget..
25c Cheese Wontons
(limit 2 wit* S15 purchase)
lunch Special $3.95 and up

Rttriemr
•ItofdoloHi.ftid^alm
oidryoldtMolowiodaon
•mtintovdi 1m—
rttofnd wlft Mi ologolc yot
hopoFul Mono Mid nrMgi oop
locord ftltl lomonovt oHji to
ft* MBMHC htol Old MuKNton
ollUoMtloo1<Mit

China Express
1031 Port Republic Rd

NEW I USED CDs • If«
VINYl .CASSETTES
DVD*VHS*I00«
CASH FO« YOUI MUSIC!

Menu, Specials and Map Found On

Go[L®(D[kOn.com

WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE! WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

f
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DECKER: Senior leads JMU into CAA championships
DECKER, from page 15

TENNIS, from page 75

with this season. Seniors
Colin Malcolm and Craig
Anderson come to mind
along with David Emery — a
junior transfer from nationally ranked Virginia Tech.
It will be Emery's first
tournament in the CAA,
though hi* resume is chockfull of experience in terms of
yean and tournaments His
singles play at the No. 1 spot
has been spectacular this season with a 10-7 record.
Many of the players are
confident, but keep realistic
expectations in mind,
according to Anderson. Last
year, JMU beat UNC-W in
the regular season but lost
to them in the CAA tournament. This year, could be a
different story.
"All we can do is prepare
for the worst and hope for
the best/' Anderson Mid.
Sophomore |ohn Snead
added, "Our tough schedule
earlier this season helped
the team get better."
A big strength of the team
IUU bttn it-, te.imwork and
passion for the game.
"F.veryone on the team is compebave and here because they
love the game," Anderson said.
"Everyone stands behind
each other," Emery added.
Coach Secord has been shufpairings around and hndvariouj oomMnatkm for

all-important doubles
nits that got JMU to the fifth
peed. As a result, he has recogpni/ed his teams' winning-bycommilftv approach.
I However, a win over UNCWN would allow the Dukes to
Braider this season a success.
[ The first round is our
mpionship game," Malcolm
id "We have a good shot of
inning, and we want to win."

KYRA PAPAFU^S/e ph>*,>
JMU all-time scoring leader and senior midfielder Call
Decker, sprints down the sideline looking for a goal.

believe we have a very good
chance [to succeed]."
"We've had to work
through some obstacles this
season, and we've done that by
maturing," Young said. "I think
we're peaking at the right time.
Right now we have a balanced
attack, and our defense is reallv
coming together."
According to .Young, it
also doesn't hurt to have an
offensive captain who continues to perform well despite
pressure situations
Perhaps the most impressive
fact of Decker's season is that she
has played extremely well under
national attention. As a National
Player of the Year candidate.
Decker is targeted, and wherever
the Dukes go, she carefully is
watched by opposing defenses.
"She has responded amazingly well to the pressure,'
Young said. "She's handled herself very well, and gtnng up
against the other teams' best
defenders, she continues to
respond and put the ball into
the back of the net."
"She has so much confidence," Beard said. "Her drive
is one of her greatest attributes."

According to Young, it was
that very same drive and talent
that led to her to recruit Decker
out Dt high school.
In the spring of 2000, Decker
was a Mount de Sales Academy
senior in Baltimore, MD. when
she was recruited by Young, then
an assistant coach at Georgetown
University. Decker ended up
turning down the Hoyas and
eventually decided on |MU,
where four years later, she and
Young reunited and have the
Dukes poised for a potential
National Championship run
"This team has worked really hard," Young said. "The
mentality here is that it doesn't
matter who gets it done. It's a
sign of maturity."
According to Young, maturity stems from strong leadership
and, for JMU, that comes from
co-captains Beard and Decker.
"As a captain, my role
involves getting a feel for
how the team is performing
every game and making sure
that everyone stays calm,
cool and collected," Decker
said. "1 have four years of
experience under my belt, so
that allows me to stay composed and pass that down to

the underclassmen."
As for the National Player of
the Year Award, Decker, like
many great athletes, lets her
playing do the talking.
"I tend not to look at any
awards polls because you're
already focused on training and
getting everyone on the same
page," Decker said. "You just
don't need additional things to
worry about "
Young echoes this opinion.
She believes Decker is one of the
top players in the country; however, she also makes it clear that
the awards are not what Decker
is all about.
"Off the field, Gail is |ust
an amazing person who
understands the big picture,"
Young said. "The awards
aren't something she wants
above everything else. She
loves her teammates and she
loves playing this game."
Talent, drive and leadership
make for a complete player on the
field and a complete person off the
field. According to her teammates
and coach. Decker fits the profile.
"What I enjoy most is leading
on the field," Decker said. "Every
day I want to go out, improve my
game and help this team."

BASEBALL

Dukes split with LU in two-game series
IMU traveled to Liberty
Univereity Tuesday where
they were lit up by the
Flames, 11-5.
The non-conference loss
drops the Dukes to 22-13
tor the season, halting their
three-game winning streak
that began with a win over
Towson University April
10 at home.
JMU currently sits
at 4-5 in the Colonial
Athletic Association.
In Tuesday's contest, the Dukes jumped
out to an early 3-0 lead
in the top of the first
inning due to a pair of

THIS WEEK IN

RBI singles from sophomore first baseman
Mitchell Moses and
sophomore designated
hitter Matt Sluder.
liberty answered back
in the bottom of the
inning with 4 runs and
remained on top the rest
of the afternoon.
The Dukes threatened,
however, in the top of the
sixth when they got two
runners aboard off a couple
of singles from sophomore
left fielder Matt Bristow
and freshman catcher Dan
Santobianco.
Bristow would score

the Dukes' final run on
a throwing error to
make the score 6-5 with
JMU trailing.
Bristow would finish the game with a
career-high 3 hits in 4
trips He also scored 2
of JMU's 5 runs.
On the hill for the
Dukes was red-shirt
sophomore Greg Nesbitt
who was making his
first start since April 3
when he faced Virginia
Commonwealth
University. In the third
inning of that game, he
was hit in the face with a

line shot off the bat of
VCU's Eric Latura and
forced to leave.
.Tuesday, Nesbitt was
roughed up for 11 hits in
! innings of work The
left-hander gave up 7
runs, only 4 of which
were earned. He walked
2 and struck out 3.
The Dukes defeated
Radford University
Wednesday, 9-7.
Next up for the
Duke's is a nine-day road
trip that starts Friday in
Hempstead. N.Y. against
Hofstra University.
,

—from staff reports

CAROLYN WAl.SU</«u(rp/.*„m,.<i,:
Travis Millar comas out of the wlndup In
Wednesday's game against Radford.

t ® A

MANY PATHS - ONE GOAL
Unitarian Universalism

I

Sundays, 10:30 am

The Old Schoolhouse, 4101 Rawley Pike (33W), towards WV
THURSDAY, APRIL

2?

I SOFTBALL vs. LBCTTY (DH)
2:00 PM
4*<\
JMU SOFTBALL COMPLEX

I

SATURDAY, APRIL 24
FOOTBALL SPRING GAME
I 1:30 PM
I BRIDGEFORTH STADIUM
ZANE SHOWKER FIELD

540.867.0073

HUUweb.org

SKYDIVE!
EASY ONE DAY FIRST
JUMP COURSE!
And a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at
SKYDIVEORANGE!

GIFT CERTIFICATES!
JMU STUDENT DISCOUNTS

(877) DIVE-SKY
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LASSIFIEDS
Fo*r*M Townaoma - 1462 Devon
Lane. 4 bedrooms available 'or
2004 2005. females only. Call
973-6503268.

4 RrdnxHn - Hunicr'% Ridge or
Roosevelt Square, lurnithcd.

Pass* • 2 bedroom apartment.
it side street. 2 biochs Irom
ipus. off-street parking. No
i. no smoking. Call Mark. 434
II. 10-7. Monday Fnda,
07/mo.
Real • Large 1 bedroom
rtmanta. convaniant location.
liable 8/17. $380 and 1425.
433-1569
at* Needed for FaH ■ iwo
^Broom apartmani at Park
rtments Call Lindsay.
■244-7813
Bt Iredley Drive - Four
^Hlroom. two bath. VVaaher/dryer.
f^h tun kitchen, two kitchenettes.
^■BO. Call 833*401.

b«
2 ■
PO

Lafl
Madison Manor. 3
im. 2 bath, fpi . 850.00. 2
2 bath. fpi. $600.00.
Ave Mouae - 4 bedroom
.25 mi from campus,
bar room, back yard,
:*l Greg. M0-2897085,
tok0aoicom

$ Bedroom New Town* a res . Off
IgBse'voir Rd 2 5 bath, garage.
Iracy patio $900. No pets. Call
4-98*4250
- 5 bedroom. 3
1. furnished, washer and dryer.
June 1st. fl.250/month.
to campus on Mountain View
Contact Joe MMer, 4336236.
^K»watte«~Liraflag • Masaanuten
^■tort. 1 7 nights at $75 per
K( CHI 540434-8292 Leave
1 Bedroom Heuae • w/d, a/c.
■Bung distance. $600 Lease
fjfeajlB 7/1/04. Can 8280464.
Maase Forlaat • 4 badroom. 2 full
bath I charming Victorian house
downt i*n on quiet street.
Hardwood floors, phone, cable, and
ceMrtg 'nm m each badroom. w/d.
OispoM . dishwasher, fenced
beck.aid No pets. Available
August 15th. One year lesse
$1200 month/deposit. Will lease
to up to 4 people. Call 433-7325.
Uatverslty Ceurt Tewntteaae 5
bedroom. 3.5 bathe, waaher/dryer.
Cat 433-2126.
For Beat • New. 3 bedroom. 2.5
bath townhouae near JMU.
eM/montri dN 54O6aaV307B

DW.AC.Ref.. Stove Rcnl:
Hunter* RKlgc-S22.Vpcr%on,
R/S $27Vpenoo
Houae Old South High Street
V4. 6 bedrooms Rent:
$r75/penon

Heuee - Harrison Straal. 3
bedroom Available August 1st Can
433-2126.
Mage Head - Sludant Summer
Rentals, visit a9abnanraany.com
for pictures or call 252 2556328
Fear Far Away 1MS.I0 CksiT
Quietly convenient 1,2 bedroom
apartments, mature landscaping.
lota of trees, comfortable and
quawri Be a part of the experience
Part Apartments, off South Main
Street. Call 540-433-2621.

4 Bedroom - Paul Si. hardwood
fkion. very large on two floors, 2
bath*, deck, available 6/1/04.
2 Bedroom Furnished.
Fireplace. Den. 2 Bath, Lease
6/1/04 • MMVmonth

Riner Rentals
438-8800
Nice 3 Bedroom Townhouse
1127 Mtn View Dr., 2.5 bath, fuH
kitchen, dtshweeher, washer/dryer.
A/C, walk to JMU. Prefer grad
student. $800 per month, available
July 15. Call 2466700.
walking distance
JMU. Furnished with 4
bedrooms. 2 fuH baths, 3 levels
New Carpet, $225/badroom or
$850/month. Owner managed Can
Lisa. 433-9480 (day), or 4389447
[aassjgag] .
2 Bedroom Apartment • Lease
starts 6/1/04, $460. some
utilities pard. Can 828-0464
I Beeroira PuuUahii Tnaraimi
Main Street. Lease August
$195.00. Call 540-5780510.
8*6 Bedroom Heuee
Large
rooms, 1 mile from campus. 2
baths, 1 kitchen, some utilities
paid, lease
7/1/01. Call
8280464
Tao KfJJB - 2 bedrooms available.
Low. low price. Call 438-3372.1
Heater's Ridge - 4 Badroom.
furnished. DW. A/C, ref. stove
$220 Call 289-9568

Apply at Jess*
Lunch ei and «2. Must be
available for summer. Freshmen
through seniors preferred.
Lifeguards. Pool Managers.
Sapervlsere - Now hiring all
positions for No. Virginia area.
Eacellent pay. Call 1800 9662500
CartHeeS Utaajiejisi Niieid For
the Ptsins District Memorial Pool In
Tlmbervllle Call 896-7058 for
more information
Meresy tstsng 0*eaw turveye Earn
$10 $125 for surveys Earn $25
250 for focus groups. Visit
»vwwcssn4sfuoarn.crjm/brsen.
He4o Wanted Ambitious, with a
good work ethic, looking for a
summer business opportunity to
earn a significant income We can
help you Check us out at
www. a4srepsvafeml 03. com
■■
11 WOT* - Great pay. all ages
18*. customer sales/service, win
train, condition* apply, Immediate
openings.
Call
5740404.
www summerworknow.com
a Off from school *or
the summer? Work with people
your own age. Local and long
distance moving. Ft/Pt. $9
S12/hour. Call 434-977-2705.
Apply
online
at
www. atuoantaet vceamoving com
fjara iNeade. - Earn
while you shop. Call toll free.
1-900-4674422. ext. 13399

8/17. $475.

Premier latarprlsee • A pool
company in Northern Virginia Is
looking
for
supervisors,
managers, and lifeguards. Visit
www.pr#m/er41l.com. Apply online) or call 1-877SEE-POOL.

Jan 2005 Lanje 3 ■isrsara CeneV
Shaded deck, $220 eech, call
433-2221

Dairy Queen - Now accepting
applications for part-time summer
poaWons. Competitive pay. Apply in
parson at Port Road DQ.

•xnttataBM
Al apaaancM.
Can 4331569.

So IK I
Rv mat mrormanos and outdance
regarding the avrsagatini of tinsodag
rjasisrM(oprtuatiei.conuitiK' Bean
Buunest Bureau. Inc
1-aaa-53M5.il
Teach English In Korea Salary
plua *'ee room/transportation
Excellent work ethics, great
experience, resume builder.
www.tngelaconButtmg.com. Call
Peter, 301 530O976.
Bawsstar twaloywiaat - Available at
Dunmar Moving Systems, locations
m Ricmond. Roenoke. and Norfolk
Starting pay $9.00 par hour and
and of summer bonuses available
for Qualified candidates. Joun our
team loading and unloading trucks
and assisting m our warehouses.
Call 1600-849-3399. Ert. 231 or
e-maM rOneeadunmar com.
Mother's Heater Nne<x.a tor M,i,
and Summer. 5-10 hours par week.
flexible hours and vacation Car
needed.
$7 50
per hour
References and experience
required. Call 23*8317.
Reepenelble and Experienced
Chlldcare Providers Needed to
supervise groups of young children
Monday. May 24th Friday, May
28th. 3 30 8:30 p m
and
Saturday. May 29th. 8.009:30
p.m.. and Sunday, May 30th 2:00
6.00. Interview end references
required Call 23*8317
r Camp Cow «kM
ACAC
la seeking committed Summer
Camp counselors for June 7 August 27. Counselors can earn
from $6.50-$9.00 per hour,
depending on experience, if you are
creative, exciting, end energired.
then ACAC has an opportunity for
you. Fulltime with benefits' For
more ^formation please cat Adam
at 817 1747.
Summer Jobs In NOVA
Paid
weekly.
eppiy
now
dormam0pullenmofng.com.

Summer Job
Mr*

n*i

rasa, no.

MRA ra seeking 5-7 men and
women for fuH time summer
employment MRA provides canoe
mg. kayatung, river tubing, bus
tours, and Rock ckmbmg adven
tures MRA a located across from
Massanutten Resort Employees
must be motr.ated. ersfruaesauc.
serf managed, and have a good
dnving record.
CaN2B940M
WWW.CanoeSU. com
MamtarmttmrtRlyi0aol.com

Univereity Outpcst
Bookatore
Preparing for the upcoming
Spring Buyback
If intcri-vicd. come by the Outpost
and All out the neoeamy
M«» Beidwtn Corkage is seek*ig
applcstions from college graduates
for residence life staff for the
Program for the Eaceotionatfy Gifted
Staff members provide evening and
weekend supervision and support
for rxgtvschool aged female cosege
students. These era 10 month. Irve■n positions, interested canoKMes
should submit a letter of aopkcation
and resume with references to:
JudRh Shuey, Director Program for
the Exceptionally Gifted. Mary
Baldwin Collage, Staunton. VA
24401
Ufeooarde. Swsm rneSnjctx*.
Waaajrar Swimmrng Pool
Comptex r\ Morrlsontjurf.
Competiove wages
Some weshend work nsquted
Pool opens June 6. Appacaoone
accepted until positions are need

199$ VW Beetle • Silver, great
condition. 5-speed. A/0, leather,
CD. 63.000 miles. $6,900 Call
2498761

Harrlsonawrg's Source for OffCampus Houslag
Sublets,
roommates, and furniture.
mfwhamsonburgohlcMnpus.com

19*9 Herage Chte DX Automatic,
air 84.000 miles $6,000. Call
289-7974.

Kyda Pro Wrestling

ltM F*«e Eseert uT SpoTty 2
door automatic, good gas mileage,
clean, reliable, new tires KBB.
$3600. asking $2900. Call
540-2713711.

April 24. 2084
VFW Past 9292 - I lki..n

2 12*nch Orion XTR Suemoefers
In an Orion Ported box. an Orion
Xtreme 500 watt 2 channel power
amplifier, and an installation kit
with everything neceasary for
immediate Installation Excellent
condition. $500 o.b.o. Call
804307-2522
or
e-mail
rnUaadJvyrnu.edu

Siuiknlv: V> with ID
Adults: $10
( hildrrn: S^

■ '

1 IMI Inn.

2 Advent 6003 Speakers * Onfcyo
Receiver • Excellent condition.
$650.00 Can 2463064.
Waterked
Kin| SIM amat
condltkjn. everything included Call
Mike. 4354369
2-pc Sameonlte Luggage Bet
1 large rolling check thru and
matching carry-on duffle. $5000
Great for spring break) Can
5683978
Sasa • Large 3 piece contemporary.
black coffee and end tables.
Excellent condition Moving, must
sell. $450 obo. Call 433 3858

CaH 54O4340571 for mor*
information.
Fraasy - Earn $5 m 10 mtnutes each
weak at brandport com Watch ads.
earn caah. Free regtetratton
Exchange
for work. Call 833-2311. Boarding
Recreational Entertarnrnee* Staff
Wanted Mist Valley is seeking fun
loving,
friendly.
motivated
individuals for the Summer 2004
season. We provide recreational
amusement and entertainment
opportunities including dance
events, magic shows, water and
later
tag,
robosurfing.
moonbounces, and more oreat
opportunities
with
flexible
scheduling. Call 746 2073 or
smell
m'sfvaf'ey#msn.com.
nwmnswvaUey.com

• $2400 SAerpant.
new Urea, racto/cd. speakers, battery
Ocod cenrjajon. needs from seat covers
198 K rraaa. Cat 4330242.
IBM Ckewraset CavakW • 98000
miles, new tire*, good condition
Must sal by June! $2,000 or beat
offer. Call Lauren at 5742338
lSsUCedssae Usse - As seen at
JMU and UVA last year. Check It
out at wwwMrdaus.com/lmp/

Twe Brkatey Saears Concert Ticket*
July 10th show n Bnatow. VA. Email
Hathawtn0)mu mdu If interested
Cooker Spaniel Pep alee AHC
registered. Buff. red. spotted,
adorable varieties. Shots, wormed.
Make great m or outdoor pets.
$225. Call 5402348899.
Pit ■•ill Puppies for Sale
16
weeks old. have had first shots
and wormed. Assorted colors, even
a iDutr McKenne dog Call
5404346038 or 540434-3151.

Shrrv. J\U \ *rsW>r> ' rsl him

SM/aoef steereedenel PaohagT
Plua more at Maaaanuttan. $500
Good through September 2004.
240420-1874.

Submit a "goodbye A good
luck" dcuKation to the
graduating seniors"

Looking For Mere Floor Spece?
Try a T&nbernest bed loft for $175.
Contact Saundra Barrett at
612-5817 or Oarratsl0jmu eOu

$450 Group Furdrataar - Scheduling
bonus. Fraternities, sororities,
student groups: 4 hours of your
group's time plus our free (yea. free)
fundrarslng solutions equals $1,000$2,000 m earnings for your group.
Call today for a $450 bonus when
you schedule your non-sales
fundraiser with CampusFundraiser.
Contact
CampusFundraiser.
18889233238.
or
visit
www campus fundratser com
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IX\1K.UI.IIIS will run in the ftwp
dasailtafc on Apnl 2^lh. Hutnhvc
mfocillM»«l27ndVy!

CanfnluWianiJMU
Ckwor2e04!!

GET PA 11)
TO
W EIG11T
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
MOVING HELPERS • WAREHOUSE HELPERS
M

iv-si:i»n;»iiii'it • NO

EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
$10 PER HOUR • RON US POTENTIAL
»**
jr«?
DULLUS LOCATION

*&&*£i&£

**

W

JK Moving & Storage, Inc.
(703) 2K0-J2K2 JOBS@JKMOVINC.COM WWW.IKM0VIN0.COM («00) tt7:.-»-l»7
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matter
We'll buy them back.*
Current market value applies.
£C37

Additional Buyback Locations:
Ashby Crossing Club House
Monday, May 3 - Thursday, May 6: 9am - 5pm
Friday, May 7: 9am-1pm

Lighter backpack. Heavier wallet.
Get cash end buyback bucks for books.

Zone Showker Lobby
Monday, May 3 - Thursday, May 6: 8:30am - 5pm
Friday, May 7: 8:30am-1pm
ISATA1 Lobby
Monday, May 3 - Thursday, May 6: 9am - 5pm
Friday, May 7: 9am-1pm

flltS JAMES
UNIVERSITY.

ollett!com

BOOKSTORE

ONLINE. ON CAMPUS.

%

www.jmu.bkstr.com • (540)568-6121

